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1. Introduction
The Fumitron is a portable sampling system specialized to measure emission factors from
small scale biomass combustion sources such as residential cooking and heating stoves. It is
also suitable for small and large scale industrial stack sampling. It is also appropriate for other
solid fuel types, such as coal, as well as liquid and gas fuels.

1.1 Fumitron Features and Specifications
The Fumitron monitors real-time CO, CO2 and PM concentrations, and background CO and
CO2 concentrations. It contains a PM2.5 cyclone and two parallel filter holders. The entire
system can be hand-carried and operated by one person, and has additional space on-board
for batteries. The entire system can fit inside 1 standard size suitcase for airline travel.
size
weight
sensor box
40 x 33 x 18 cm
9 kg
dilution sample probe
64 x 13 x 13 cm
4 kg
accessories
40 x 33 x 18 cm
6 kg
Table 1.1a: Fumitron system size and weight
sensor
type
range
CO
electrochemical cell
0 – 2000 ppm
CO2
LED NDIR
0 – 50,000 ppm
PM optical scattering
mini nephelometer
0 – 300,000 Mm-1
temperature
integrated circuit
-50 – 150 °C
relative humidity
capacitive
10 – 90 %
dilution flow sensor
hot wire
0 – 2500 ccm
Teflon filter flow sensor
hot wire
0 – 2500 ccm
quartz filter flow sensor
hot wire
0 – 2500 ccm
bypass flow sensor
hot wire
0 – 2500 ccm
sample probe temperature
thermocouple
0 – 500 °C
background CO
electrochemical cell
0 – 2000 ppm
background CO2
LED NDIR
0 – 50,000 ppm
background temperature
integrated circuit
-50 – 150 °C
Table 1.1b: Fumitron sensor specs
The real-time sensors are sampled and logged to the on-board SD card every 4 seconds. The
data can be monitored in real-time by connecting a computer to the serial data output port. A
wireless transmitter, USB adapter, and RS-232 cord are provided as options for the computer
connection. Software is provided to view and plot the real-time data stream.
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Two 47 mm filter holders are installed in parallel. Each filter holder has two stages. The filter
holders and their flow trains are labeled for their intended use as parallel Teflon and quartz
filters, although other types 47 mm filters can also be used.

Figure 1: Teflon and quartz filter holder setup

The sensor box layout is designed so it will run with the lid closed to protect the sensors from
rain, sun, and dust. This configuration allows the filters to be loaded, and the flows to be set
offsite, prior to arriving at the sampling site. There is space available inside the sensor box for
adding 500 WH (3 kg) of Li-ion battery capacity. The sensor box consumes 15W, and can run
for up to 24 hours with these on-board batteries. There is also space available to add a
MicroAeth for real-time black carbon measurement.

1.2 Important Precautions
1.2.1 Filter Holders Must be Installed
Always run the Fumitron with the filter holders installed in place. If the filter holders are
disconnected, the sample train is open to ambient air through the filter holder inlets, even if
the filter flows are set to 0 ccm (off). If it is desired to run the Fumitron without filter holders,
the filter holders can be replaced by an equal length of sample tubing, or the filter holder inlets
5

and outlets can be capped, but the Teflon and quartz flows should be set to 0 ccm.

1.2.2 Sampling Without Filters
If the Fumitron is run without filters installed in both filter holders (or if the filter holders are
disconnected), then the Teflon and quartz filter flows must be set to 0 ccm to direct the flow
through the bypass filter. There are backup filters under the panel to protect the pump, needle
valves, and sensors from PM. However, these filters are small, and are not intended to collect
PM regularly.

1.2.3 Use Dilution Filter
The dilution train does not have a backup filter to protect the pump, needle valves, and
sensors from PM. Therefore, the dilution desiccator and filter assembly should always be
connected when running the equipment to prevent damage to the dilution pump, needle
valve, and sensors.
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2. Quick Guide for Measuring Cookstove
Emissions
2.1 Off-Site Preparation
2.1.1. Clean sample probe (see Section 7.1)
2.1.2 Charge batteries for:
a. sensor box
b. computer
c. bubble meter
d. camera

2.1.3 Copy SD card data files
2.1.4 Replace desiccant if necessary
2.1.5 Load filters into filter holders
2.1.6 Vacuum test the sample and dilution trains at 27 kPa (see
Section 6.1)

2.2 Conducting a test at the field site
2.2.1 Setup and turn on the sensor box
a. Open the sensor box Pelican case and the accessory Pelican case
b. Remove Swagelok caps from the 4 sensor box ports
c. Connect the sensor box batteries to the barrel plug in the power supply
d. Power on the sensor box. Make sure the sample inlet is free from PM such as dust
or smoke. If it is not, then put a filter on the sample inlet.

2.2.2 View the data stream with a computer
a. After the sensor box is powered on, connect the sensor box data port (DIN 5 pin) to
your computer using a desired adapter (RS-232 cord, USB cord, wireless transmitter)
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b. Run the data logging software on the computer by opening a terminal (<Ctrl><Alt>t)
and enter the command "startlog".
c. The software will connect to the default adapter device port. If a device is not
detected in the default port, then the software will show a list of available ports, and ask
you to choose which port to connect to. If this happens, then enter the correct port. If
using the RS232 cable, the port is named /dev/ttyS0 (case sensitive). If you do not
know the correct port, see Appendix 2 Software Installation Guide Step 5.
d. After a startup period of about 10 seconds, the terminal will display the current data
values which update at the sample rate of 4 seconds. Look the output values to make
sure all sensors are functioning correctly.
e. The software creates a data file in the "logs" folder to store the incoming data. The
file name is a time stamp of when it was created.
f. LiveGraph software will open to read and plot the data file. LiveGraph has 4 windows
with many options to customize the plot.
g. To stop viewing data at any time, just look away, or enter "<ctrl>c" to exit the data
logging software program, or close the terminal window.

2.2.3 Set up the sample probe
a. Setup the tripod (*for non-chimney stoves)
b. Assemble the desired sample probe
c. Connect the sample and dilution hoses from the dilution T to the sensor box

2.2.4 Setting/checking Flows
The total flow through the cyclone should be 1500 ccm, and the filter flows should be equal to
each other. Before setting the flows, you should determine what you want each flow rate to
be.
a. Bubble meter: Get out the bubble meter from the accessory case, remove the port
caps, and attach the hoses. Turn it on and create bubbles to wet the measurement
column. The first few bubbles will break until the column is wet.
b. Dilution flow:
i. Connect the bubble meter in-line with dilution outlet on the sensor box.
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ii. Measure the flow rate with the bubble meter and set the flow rate with the
dilution needle valve.
iii. Once the flow is set, record the start time of the measurement period. Take at
least 3 flow measurements with the bubble meter. Record the stop time of the
measurement period.
iv. Once the flow rate is set, record the bubble meter flow reading on the data
sheet and set the pointer flag on the rotameter.
v. Reconnect the dilution hose to the dilution outlet.
c. NOTE: The Teflon, quartz, and bypass flows are dependent on each other since
they are all parallel flows sharing the same pump. If you change one flow more than 20
ccm, then you should check the other flows and readjust them if necessary. Therefore,
setting the flows for the first time is an iterative process. Don’t record the flows on the
data sheet until all flows are set.
d. Teflon filter flow:
i. Connect the bubble meter in-line with the Teflon filter hose directly
downstream (to the left) of the Teflon filter holder.
ii.Adjust the flow, if necessary, with the appropriate needle valve.
iii. Once the flow is set, record the start time of the measurement period. Take at
least 3 flow measurements with the bubble meter. Record the stop time of the
measurement period.
iv. Record the bubble meter reading and set the pointer flag of the rotameter.
v. Reconnect the hose to the Teflon filter holder.
e. Quartz filter flow: Same process as the Teflon filter flow
f. Bypass flow: Same process as the filter flows but connect the bubble meter in-line at
the bypass flow check point near the rotameter.
g. Cyclone flow: Switch the top and bottom hoses of the bubble meter. Connect the
bubble meter in-line at the sample inlet and record the flow on the data sheet.

2.2.5 Background Period
a. Make sure nobody is breathing near the sample probes or dilution inlet
b. Record the bkg start time
9

c. Record ambient conditions (pressure, temp, humidity) and weigh fuel if desired
d. After 10 or more minutes, record the bkg end time

2.2.6 Test Period
a. Record start and end time of the test period
b. Take notes and pictures during the test

2.2.7 Final Background Period
a. Move the probes away from the stove to capture a final background reading
b. Record the final bkg start time
c. Record ambient conditions (pressure, temp, humidity) and weigh the fuel if desired
d. Record the final bkg end time

2.2.8 Final Flow Checks
a. Check the flows in the same order as at the start of the test (Step 4), but do not
change any flows, just measure and record them.
b. Turn off the sensor box
c. Puts the caps on the sensor box ports.
d. If you remove the filter holders from the sensor box then put the caps on the filter
holders too.
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3. Fumitron Components
3.1 Sensor Box
3.1.1 Flow Schematic

Figure 3.1.1: Flow schematic

3.1.2 Sensor Box Pictures
3.1.2.1 Front View:
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Figure 3.1.2.1: Front view of sensor box. Reset button is moved to the right side of the power
supply box on September 2015.
3.1.2.2 Side Views:

Figure 3.1.2.2: Side views of sensor box
3.1.2.3 Poppin’ the Hood:
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Power supply cord hole

Figure 3.1.2.3: Front view of sensor box with panel propped

3.1.2.4 Panel Underside:

Figure 3.1.2.4: Sensor box with panel flipped showing the panel underside
3.1.2.5 Gas and PM Sensor Chambers:
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Figure 3.1.2.5: Inside gas sensor chamber and PM sensor chamber

3.1.3 Sensor Box Parts List
part
sample gas sensor chamber
CO2 sensor
CO2 sensor tube cap
CO sensor
CO sensor cap top
CO sensor cap wall
temp sensor
gas sensor board
wire through-hole board
chamber
bulkhead
sample tube
machine screws
standoffs
bulkhead and through-hole sealant

description
Cozir SprintIR WR
co2meter.com CM-0013
Alphasense CO-AX
1/2" PVC cap
1" ID tygon
LM35
Waltech
Waltech
Polycase WP-21F
1/8" barbed nylon
1/8" ID soft polyurethane
#8
#8 x 1 cm
silicon adhesive

dilution gas sensor chamber (same as sample)
CO2 sensor
Cozir SprintIR WR
CO2 sensor tube cap
co2meter.com CM-0013
CO sensor
Alphasense CO-AX
CO sensor cap top
1/2" PVC cap
CO sensor cap wall
1" ID tygon
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quantity
1
1
1
1
2 cm
1
1
1
1
2
10 cm
4
4

1
1
1
1
2 cm

temp sensor
gas sensor board
wire through-hole board
chamber
bulkhead
sample tube
machine screws
standoffs
bulkhead and through-hole sealant

LM35
Waltech
Waltech
Polycase WP-21F
1/8" barbed nylon
1/8" ID soft polyurethane
#8
#8 x 1 cm
silicon adhesive

1
1
1
1
2
10 cm
4
4

PM sensor chamber
smoke detector chamber
laser
photodiode
RH/temp sensor
PM sensor board
wire through-hole board
chamber
bulkhead
machine screws
standoffs
dead space filling
smoke chamber mounting adhesive
Laser mounting adhesive
bulkhead and through-hole sealant

Honeywell Notifier
635 nm, 3.5mW, Class IIIa
Taos TSL257-LF
Sensirion SHT25
Waltech
Waltech
Polycase WP-21F
1/4" barbed brass
#8
#8 x 1 cm
plumber's epoxy
Epoxy
JB-Weld
silicon adhesive

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
4
4 oz

flow measurement and control
flow sensor
flow sensor inlet
flow sensor inlet
flow sensor outlet
rotameter
rotameter inlet and outlet
needle valve
needle valve inlet and outlet
sample/dilution pumps
Teflon tape
plumbing
backup filters
bypass filter
dilution filter

Honeywell AWM5101VN
1/4" FPT to 1/8" barb nylon straight
1/4" FPT to 1/4" barb nylon straight
1/4" FPT to 1/8" barb brass elbow
Dwyer VFA-22-EC-PF
1/8" MPT to 1/8" barb nylon elbow
Swagelok SS-4MG-VH
Swagelok SS-405-2
Hargraves D1008-22-01

4
2
2
4
4
8
4
8
2

Whatman Vacu-Guard 50 mm
Pall HEPA 12144
ETA Filters HC06-4N-PTF

2
1
1
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dilution filter inlet
dilution filter outlet
conductive tubing
sample tubing
desiccant chamber tube
desiccant chamber end caps
dessicant chamber adhesive
desiccant chamber outlet
filter inlet flow splitter
bypass filter inlet and flow splitter
bypass filter outlet
sample pump inlet
inlet and outlet ports
inlet and outlet port retainers
inlet and outlet port plug nuts
bypass flow checkpoint
sample, dilution, and filter holder inlets
filter holder and bypass checkpoint
connector
soft tube inserts
cyclone
cyclone cap
cyclone outlet
cycone outlet adhesive
filter holder
filter holder outlet and inlet
filter holder protective plug nut
Teflon tape
hardware
Pelican case
Aluminum Panel
filter holder nests
zipties
reusable zip tie for desiccant chamber
pump and desiccant chamber pads
machine screws, washers, nuts
panel mounting brackets
contact cement
electronics
power supply board
buck boost

3/8" NPT to 1/4" barb brass elbow
3/8" mpt to 1/2" mpt nylon nipple
TSI 0.19" ID
1/8" ID soft polyurethane
polycarbonate 2.5" OD, 2.375" ID
PVC bushing: 2" pipe end to 1/2" FPT
plastic epoxy
Swagelok SS-400-2-8
1/4" barbed brass Y
1/4" barb T with 3/8" MPT brass arm
1/8" barb to 3/8" MPT brass straight
3/16" hose barb Y
Swagelok SS-400-61
Swagelok SS-402-61F
Swagelok SS-400-P
SS-400-R-3
SS-401-PC

1
1
0.5 m
3m
6"
2
1
1
1
1
2
4
4
4
1
6

SS-402-1K
SS-405-2
BGI SSC-1.062
BGI TC1
Swagelok SS-605-4
JB-Weld
URG-2000-30RAF (2 stage)
Swagelok SS-400-1-4
Swagelok SS-400-P

5
4
1
1
1

1450
1/8" thick
rigid foam

1
1

1/8" polyurethane foam with stickyback
#4,#6,#8,#10
1" aluminum angle

Waltech
switching regulator 3-35Vin 1.5-30Vout
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2
4
4

20
1
1 sq. ft.
many
5
1 tube

1
1

power supply fan
thermocouple amplifier
thermocouple bulkhead
thermocouple connector at DAQ
DAQ board
real-time clock
SD card logger
SD card logger mounting board
SD card
Data port
DAQ board standoffs
Power supply box
DAQ box
reset button
zipties
wire
solder
flux
heat shrink tubing
SD card resistor
DAQ flat mount resistors and capacitors

25 mm 5V
Waltech
Type K,1/2" pipe MPT
Type K,male and female pair
Waltech 32 channel
MikroElectronica DS1307
Seeed Studio Open Log (replaced in 2015)
blank Waltech power supply board
any full sized
DIN bulkhead 5 pin
#4 ID 1/4" OD 1/4" length
Waltech with barrel plug and switch
Polycase BT2315
single pole double throw
Small
28 AWG many colors

all sizes
1 kohm through-hole

Table 3.1.3 Sensor box parts list

3.1.4 Electronics
3.1.4.1 Wiring Diagram
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1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
lots

1
lots

Figure 3.1.4.1: Sensor box wiring diagram. See Appendix A6 for updated wiring diagram after
September 2015 SD card logger replacement.
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3.1.4.2 Table of Conductors
Function

Color

ground
Power supply (Vin)
12V
10V

black
light green
red
white

5V
3.3V
3V
CO sample +
CO sample CO bkg +
CO bkg Teflon flow +
Teflon flow quartz flow +
quartz flow bypass flow +
bypass flow dilution flow +
dilution flow PM +
PM TC
reset
CO2 sample Tx
CO2 sample Rx
CO2 bkg Tx
CO2 bkg Rx
sample gas temp
dilution gas temp
battery voltage
I2C SCL
I2C SDA
Data Tx
Data Rx

DAQ pin
assignment

Notes
18 AWG
pumps
flow meters
DAQ, CO, TC, RTC,SD logger, gas temp, PM photodiode. ICRT 5V to

yellow

card logger is white/red/blue dots from DAQ

green
CO2, PM RH, PM temp
blue
PM laser
white/red
16bit ADC 00
white/black
16bit ADC 01
white/purple
16bit ADC 02
white/brown
16bit ADC 03
red/gray
16bit ADC 04
red/green
16bit ADC 05
red/purple
16bit ADC 06
red/blue
16bit ADC 07
red/white
16bit ADC 08
red/black
16bit ADC 09
white/blue
16bit ADC 10
white/orange
16bit ADC 11
white/gray
16bit ADC 12
20/20 kΩ voltage divider
white/green
16bit ADC 13
20/20 kΩ voltage divider
white/yellow
16bit ADC 15
white/blue dots
H-rst
blue/orange
Tx2
Labeled wrt DAQ. 5/3.3V level shift on CO2 board
blue/red
Rx2
Labeled wrt DAQ
blue/orange
GPIO 01
Labeled wrt DAQ. 5/3.3V level shift on CO2 board
blue/red
GPIO 00
Labeled wrt DAQ
blue/pink
GPIO 02
blue/gray
GPIO 03
blue/brown
GPIO 04
4.7/56 kΩ voltage divider
blue/black
scl
blue/white
sda
blue/green
Serial tx
Labeled wrt DAQ. ICRT Tx to card logger is white/orange/bue dots.
blue/yellow
Serial rx
Labeled wrt DAQ.
Table 3.1.4.2: List of conductors used in the sensor box
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3.1.4.3 CO2 Sensor Connection Inside Gas Sensor Chamber

Figure 3.1.4.3: CO2 sensor connection inside sample and background gas sensor chambers

3.1.4.4 Power Supply
The Waltech power supply board contains a buck boost switching regulator that allows a 12–
24V input (Note: This input voltage specification is more conservative than the specification
listed by the buck boost manufacturer). The power supply board outputs 12V, 10V, 5V, 3.3V,
and 3V.
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Figure 3.1.4.4a: Waltech power supply
Waltech Power Supply Schematic:
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Figure 3.1.4.4b: Waltech power supply schematic
3.1.4.5 Data Acquisition Board (DAQ)
The Waltech DAQ contains an Atmega32A microcontroller and a 16 channel, 16 bit, deltasigma analog-to-digital converter. Fumitron#1 and the ICRT Fumitron have current versions of
the data acquisition board (rev. 4), while Fumitron#2 has an older version of the board (rev. 3)
with the same functionality, but different layout.
Waltech 32 Channel DAQ (Installed in Fumitron#1 and ICRT Fumition):

Figure 3.1.4.5a: Waltech 32 Channel DAQ (top side)
Waltech 32 Channel DAQ Old Layout (Installed in Fumitron#2):
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Revision 3

Figure 3.1.4.5b: Product information for Waltech 32 Channel DAQ (rev. 3)

Resistors and capacitors added to each channel for signal conditioning are shown in the
following two images:
DAQ Resistor and Capacitor Layout (new style in Fumitron#1 and ICRT Fumitron):
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Figure 3.1.4.5c: DAQ resistor and capacitor layout for DAQ rev. 4 installed in Fumitron#1 and
ICRT Fumitron

Figure 3.1.4.5d: DAQ resistor and capacitor layout for DAQ rev. 3 installed in Fumitron#2

Each Fumitron contains two DAQ boards. The primary board, presented above, controls all
sensors. The second board is only used to initialize the dilution CO sensor chip at startup. It is
connected to the 5V power supply, and the dilution CO chip through the I2C bus.
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3.2 Sample Probe
The sample probe can be configured to measure emissions of chimney stoves and nonchimney stoves.
The image below shows the probe assembly for non-chimney stoves with long arms attached
and Swagelok part numbers.

Figure 3.2a: Non-chimney stove sample probe
The camera stand is really cheap, and it will probably break after little use, so be prepared to
repair it. The counter-weight is necessary to balance the probe so it doesn’t tip over onto the
stove and/or cook, and to balance the load on the camera stand to minimize stress on the
mounting attachment.
The probe arms pictured below have 3 sample holes along their length, and the ends are
capped. During sampling, they should be installed with the holes pointing down towards the
stove. The large holes should be to the outside, closest to the cap, and small holes should be
25

to the inside, closest to the quad. The sample probe has 3 sets of arms: long (37 cm),
medium (13 cm), and short (5 cm). Various arm combinations can be used for each sampling
situation. Longer arms will increase the natural dilution of the sample. Shorter arms are less
likely to be in the cook’s way, but may not capture the entire plume cross-section.

Figure 3.2b: Sample probe arms (long, medium, and short sets) for non-chimney stoves
The probe clamp is made from aluminum bar stock. It has a standard ¼ - 20 threaded socket
for probe ornaments.
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probe ornament attachment socket

Figure 3.2c: Sample probe clamp
Limited edition probe ornaments are available for purchase from Mountain Air Engineering,
starting at $499.95*. Call today and say the secret password “cookstove” to get a 5%
discount.

That one cartoon
character on TV that you
can’t recall the name of

Poofy Purp-head

The Cat in the Hat

Figure 3.2d: Collector sample probe ornaments
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*Additional fees may apply

The probe clamp is attached to a camera mount for quick disconnect from the camera stand.

Figure 3.2e: Detaching the probe from the camera stand with the quick release mechanism
A chimney probe can also be attached to the main probe tube or the mixing tube:

Figure 3.2f: Chimney probe attached to the mixing tube. In this case, the main probe stem
28

actually acts as the mixing tube.
The probe fits inside a Pelican case for transportation with plenty of room left for the other
accessories. The main probe tube fits inside the camera stand case.

Figure 3.2g: Transporting the sample probe
Sample Probe Parts List
part

description

sample probe
1/4" cross
1/4" T
1/4" end caps
1/4" nut and ferrule set
1/4" OD stainless tube thin wall
1/4" to 3/8" union
1/4" to 3/8" tube adapter
3/8" to 1/4" tube adapter
1/8" MPT to 1/4" tube adapter
3/8" OD stainless tube medium wall
dilution T

Swagelok SS-400-4
Swagelok SS-400-3
Swagelok SS-400-C
Swagelok SS-400-NFSET
Swagelok SS-T4-S-035-20
Swagelok SS-600-6-4
Swagelok SS-400-R-6
Swagelok SS-600-R-4
Swagelok SS-4-TA-1-2
Swagelok SS-T6-S-049-20
Swagelok SS-600-3
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quantity
2
1
24
24
20
1
1
1
2
3
1

dilution and sample tube ends
dilution and sample tube nuts
camera stand
probe clamp
dilution and sample conductive tubing

Swagelok SS-401-PC
Swagelok SS-402-1K
AmazonBasics 60"
1" x 2" x 2.5" aluminum bar stock
TSI 0.19" ID

4
4
1
1
4m

Table 3.2: Non-chimney stove sample probe parts list

3.3 Accessory Kit
A few accessories are supplied by UIUC with the Fumitron sensor box and probe. However,
most of the accessories are not provided. Furthermore, most of these accessories are not
optional, but required in order to conduct a field campaign. The total required accessories
cost $2,000 - $3,000.

3.3.1 Accessories Provided by UIUC
part
accessories included with Fumitron
thermocouple extension cord
thermocouple probe
DIN/RS-232 adapter
9-pin RS-232 cord
USB/RS-232 adapter
RS-232 optical isolater for noise reduction
wireless transmitter pair
120/240V AC wall adapter

description

quantity

type K 10’
type K high temperature
Waltech
6 ft
UC232R-10
Hexin
Waltech
I-book power supply, changed plug (3A, 24V)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 3.3.1: List of accessories that are included with the Fumitron sensor box
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Figure 3.3.1: List of accessories that are included with the Fumitron sensor box

3.3.2 Accessories Not Supplied by UIUC
The accessories not supplied by UIUC can be divided into three groups: tools and materials,
filter handling kit, and recommended spare parts.
part

description

accessory tools and materials (not supplied by UIUC)
pelican case for accessories
Pelican 1450
bubble meter 0 - 6 lpm
Mini-Buck M5
bubble meter soap bottle
bubble meter 240V wall charger
Buck APB-108012
bubble meter tube leads
TSI 0.19" ID
bubble meter lead ends
Swagelok SS-401-PC
bubble meter lead end nuts
Swagelok SS-402-1K
bubble meter lead union for one lead
Swagelok SS-400-6
multi-meter (volt meter)
scale for weighing fuel
Electronix 998-120
wood moisture meter
General Tool MDD4E
desiccant silica gel
silicagelpackets.com orange moisture indicating
SD card reader
1/2" wrench
9/16" wrench
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quantity
1
1
1
1
1m
2
2
1
1
1
1
5 lbs
1
1
1

crescent wrench
multi-tool
double ended screwdriver
LED flashlight
wire nips
177 caliber air gun cleaning kit
weather station (temp, pressure, wind, RH)
data sheets and clipboard
pens
batteries (12-24V DC)
battery charger
Battery barrel plug connector cord
laptop with Fumitron data logging software
vacuum gauge
camera
duct tape
Velcro tape
chimney probe
filter handling kit (not supplied by UIUC)
insulated cooler package for transporting filters
cold freezer pack
tweezers
Kimwipes
clean powder free nitrile gloves
plastic Ziploc bags for filters
pink Teflon tape
aluminum foil
small smooth pliers
bottle of acetone
prepped filters in sealed petre dishes
recommended spare parts (not supplied by
UIUC)
conductive tubing
1/8" ID polyurethane tubing
dilution filter
backup filters
filter holder
replacement O-ring filter holders
filter holder outlet and inlet
filter holder protective plug nut

pliers, screwdriver, knife

Velleman VT-109
Hoppe's AC1
Kestrel 4000
sharpie and ball point
Battery Space 2263 Li-Ion 6.4AH 14.8V
Battery Space 4210 Li-Ion 1.8A
Custom – to connect Li-ion batteries in parallel
Mityvac

1/4" OD stainless tube

Fisher/EMD Millipore XX62 000 06P
Cole-Parmer/Science EW-33670-04

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
few
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
2

1
2
3
1 box
1 box
many
2 rolls
1
1

TSI 0.19" ID
ETA Filters HC06-4N-PTF
Whatman Vacu-Guard 50 mm
URG-2000-30RAF (2 stage)
URG
Swagelok SS-400-1-4
Swagelok SS-400-P
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3m
1m
1
2
2
1
4
4

backup batteries for all accessories
miscellaneous fittings
zip ties

Table 3.3.2: List of accessories that are not included with the Fumitron sensor box

Figure 3.3.2: Filter handling kit
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4. Software
The Fumitron system involves two sets of software:
1. Firmware: The microcontroller software inside the Fumitron DAQ that controls the
sensor box.
2. Computer Software: The Fumitron computer software package, which is contained in
a folder called Fumitron, provides an easy way to monitor the Fumitron data stream
with a computer.
First we will explain the functionality of the DAQ firmware. Then we will explain the contents
and functionality of the Fumitron computer software folder.

4.1 Firmware
Firmware is the set of instructions for the DAQ microcontroller to communicate with all
sensors and handle the sensor signals. The firmware does not need to be modified except to
add a sensor to the Fumitron, or to change the data output format. The firmware source code
is OpenDAQ, an open source template for sensor systems written in C language specifically
for the Waltech DAQ. If firmware changes are desired, the Fumitron source code and
documentation can be downloaded from the Github repository:
https://github.com/n81641/OpenDAQ
The OpenDAQ documentation contains instructions for modifying the source code for specific
applications, and compiling and loading the code onto the DAQ microcontroller.
The current firmware version is OpenDAQ_Fumitron_318.hex

4.1.1 Data Output
The DAQ outputs UART serial data with the following settings:
Baud:
bits:
parity:
stopbits:

9600
8
none
1

The output signal is split in parallel so the same output is sent to the SD card and computer.
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Figure 4.1.1: Fumitron data flow
When the Fumitron is powered on, the following data is output:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

# type cal (in 5 sec)
#test chans
#test result ch 0=0
#test result ch 2=0
#test result ch 3=0
#test result ch 12=0
#test result ch 13=0
#test result rtc=0
#time sampling
#0 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13 #14
#read headers
# num inputs: 15
# reading EEMEM ...............# done
#headers:
#calVals:,1,19,.0299,.0298,10.27,7.61,1,.057,.057,.058,.055,.00763,.25,.25,.00191,.00268,.031
#offsets:,0,19,-781,-779,6,-1244,0,-1522,-1553,-1526,-1458,-3.6,-4,-4,-6,-47,.2
time,seconds,headID,CO,CObkg,CO2,CO2bkg,PM,Dflo,Tflo,Qflo,Bflo,TC,Stemp,Dtemp,RH,PMtemp,batt
20150119 01:37:43,0,19,2.9,-1.8,1012,1115,175,593,730,499,440,65536.0,29,29,14,32,16.8
20150119 01:37:47,4,19,3.1,-1.3,982,1161,175,593,732,499,442,65536.0,29,29,14,32,16.8
20150119 01:37:51,8,19,3.3,-0.6,1054,1115,175,596,731,499,442,65536.0,29,29,14,32,16.8
20150119 01:37:55,12,19,3.4,-0.2,1023,1191,174,595,732,499,442,65536.0,29,29,14,32,16.8
20150119 01:37:59,16,19,3.3,0.1,1002,1153,175,595,730,500,441,65536.0,29,29,14,32,16.8
20150119 01:38:03,20,19,3.5,0.5,992,1168,175,596,731,498,442,65536.0,29,29,14,32,16.8

Line 1: Prompts for the cal command to enter setup mode to change calibration parameters
(see section 4.1.2 Setup Mode below)
Lines 2-8: The digital sensor channels are tested for connection to the DAQ. A test result of 0
indicates a connection, while a test result of 1 indicates no connection.
Line 3: Channel 0 is the CO sensor
Line 4: Channel 2 is the CO2 sensor
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Line 5: Channel 3 is the background CO2 sensor
Line 6: Channel 12 is RH from the SHT25 chip
Line 7: Channel 13 is the temp from the SHT25 chip
Line 8: rtc is the real-time clock
Line 9: Indicates the sampling sequence is synchronized to the clock
Line 10: The sampling sequence listed by channel number. Any channels that did not pass
the connection test will be left out of this list and will not be sampled in this session.
Lines 11-17: Before the sensor values are printed, a header is printed that contains important
information about the numeric data stream, specifically the name of each channel, and the
calibration constants that were used to generate the printed values.
Line 12: The number of sensor inputs are counted
Line 13: The header parameters are loaded from memory. There are 15 dots, one for each
channel.
Line 14: The header consists of the next 3 lines
Line 15: calVals are the calibration constants m of each channel in y=mx+b, where x is the
raw sensor signal, and y is the calibrated sensor output that is printed.
Line 16: offsets are the offsets b of each channel in y=mx+b, where x is the raw sensor
signal, and y is the calibrated sensor output that is printed.
Line 17: names of each channel
Lines 18+: The numeric data stream. The channels (columns) are separated by commas.
Column 1: date and clock time
Column 2: seconds elapsed from when the Fumitron was powered on
Column 3: header ID. This number identifies the header (i.e. the calibration
constants) associated with the data stream. This number allows the raw sensor
readings to be back-calculated from any line of data that is output.
Column 4: sample carbon monoxide sensor [ppm]
Column 5: background carbon monoxide sensor [ppm]
Column 6: sample carbon dioxide sensor [ppm]
Column 7: background carbon dioxide sensor [ppm]
Column 8: PM sensor [Mm-1]
Column 9: dilution air flow rate [ccm]
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Column 10: Teflon filter flow rate [ccm]
Column 11: quartz filter flow rate [ccm]
Column 12: bypass filter flow rate [ccm]
Column 13: thermocouple temperature [°C]
Column 14: sample temperature at gas sensors [°C]
Column 15: dilution air temperature at gas sensors [°C]
Column 16: sample relative humidity at PM sensor [%]
Column 17: Sample temperature at PM sensor [°C]
Column 18: input power supply voltage [V]

4.1.2 Setup Mode
Setup mode allows the user to change channel names, calibration constants, and channel
offsets that are stored to memory, as well as set the clock time and communicate with the
CO2 sensors. The following instructions show how to enter setup mode and change
parameters:
4.1.2.1 Connect the DAQ to the computer using a serial data device (RS-232 cord, USB
adapter, wireless transmitter).
4.1.2.2. Establish a connection to the DAQ using any serial terminal port software. In the
following example we use Picocom.
Open a Linux terminal (<ctrl><alt>t) and at the command prompt enter:
picocom /dev/ttyUSB0

Replace ttyUSB0 with the correct port name that your serial device is connected to. If you are
not sure which port the DAQ is connected to then enter the command dmesg at the Linux
command prompt before running picocom. The last line of the dmesg output gives the port
name:
[31546.462855] usb 5-1: FTDI USB Serial Device converter now attached to ttyUSB0

Once the Picocom command is entered you will see the following:

picocom v1.7
port is
flowcontrol
baudrate is
parity is

:
:
:
:

/dev/ttyUSB0
none
9600
none
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databits are
escape is
local echo is
noinit is
noreset is
nolock is
send_cmd is
receive_cmd is
imap is
omap is
emap is

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

8
C-a
no
no
no
no
sz -vv
rz -vv

crcrlf,delbs,

Terminal ready

To exit out of Picocom at any time, hold <ctrl>a then <ctrl>q.

4.1.2.3 Power on the Fumitron and the terminal will display:
# type cal (in 5 sec)

When you see this you have 5 seconds to enter the command cal. Do so now.
4.1.2.4 Setup Mode Main Menu
The DAQ will output the firmware version and then load the stored parameters. Then it will
display the main menu with 5 options:
# type cal (in 5 sec)
cal
Ver: 218
# num inputs: 15
# reading EEMEM ...............# done
1: Names
2: Cal val
3: offset
4: time
5: CO2
enter>

4.1.2.4.1 Enter 1 to view channel names:
enter>1
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Name Entry (7 char max)
chan: name
0: CO
1: CObkg
2: CO2
3: CO2bkg
4: PM
5: Dflo
6: Tflo
7: Qflo
8: Bflo
9: TC
10: Stemp
11: Dtemp
12: RH
13: PMtemp
14: batt
15: header ID

19

enter chan num>

Enter a channel number to change or press <enter> to return to the main menu. For example,
if 4 is entered the output is:
entered: 4
enter new name >

Enter a new name for channel 4, or just press <enter> to return to the main menu
4.1.2.4.2 The calibration constants can be viewed and edited in the same way by entering 2 at
the main menu:
enter>2
Cal val Entry (7 char max)
chan: name: value:
0: CO: .0299
1: CObkg: .0298
2: CO2: 10.27
3: CO2bkg: 7.61
4: PM: 1
5: Dflo: .057
6: Tflo: .057
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7: Qflo: .058
8: Bflo: .055
9: TC: .00763
10: Stemp: .25
11: Dtemp: .25
12: RH: .00191
13: PMtemp: .00268
14: batt: .031
enter chan number>

4.1.2.4.3 The offsets can be viewed and edited in the same way by entering 3 at the main
menu:

enter>3
Offset Entry (7 char max)
chan: name: offset:
0: CO: -781
1: CObkg: -779
2: CO2: 6
3: CO2bkg: -1244
4: PM: 0
5: Dflo: -1522
6: Tflo: -1553
7: Qflo: -1526
8: Bflo: -1458
9: TC: -3.6
10: Stemp: -4
11: Dtemp: -4
12: RH: -6
13: PMtemp: -47
14: batt: .2
enter channel number>

4.1.2.4.4 Clock Time
Enter 4 at the main menu to change the clock time:
enter>4
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#year: 2015 month: 1 day: 19 hour: 5 min: 57 sec: 22
change? (y/n) >y
yr, 4 digit >2017
month, 2 dgt >03
day, 2 dgt >18
hr, 24hr 2 dgt >10
mins, 2 dgt >36
1
#year: 2017 month: 3 day: 18 hour: 10 min: 36 sec: 0
1: Names
2: Cal val
3: offset
4: time
5: CO2
enter>

The DAQ will return the current clock time, and give you the option to change it, and then print
the new time once it is changed.
4.1.2.4.5 CO2 Sensor Communication
Enter 5 at the main menu to communicate directly with the CO2 sensor.
The CO2 sensor has its own built-in microcontroller, and its own set of configurable
parameters, such as the calibration constant, offset, smoothing function, and sample
frequency. It communicates with the DAQ by UART. Under normal operation, the CO2 sensor
sends readings to the DAQ, and the DAQ adds the reading to its output stream. In CO2
Sensor Communication mode, the DAQ acts as a repeater and provides an open connection
from the CO2 sensor to the computer allowing commands and responses to be sent between
the computer and the CO2 sensor.
Use Cutecom instead of Picocom for communicating with the CO2 sensor. Close Picocom if it
is open. At a Linux command line, enter the command cutecom. This will open the Cutecom
GUI.
Type the port name in the Device box, set Baud = 9600, Data bits = 8, Stop bits = 1, Parity =
None, and then select the ‘Open device’ button. At the bottom of the window, set the line end
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type to ‘LF line end’.
Power on the DAQ, enter cal in the input box to get the calibration mode menu.

Figure 4.1.2.4.5a: screenshot of Cutecom serial terminal port software for CO2 sensor
Enter 5 for CO2 communication, then enter the desired sensor number. Soft UART 1 is the
sample CO2 sensor and Soft UART 2 is the dilution CO2 sensor:
enter>5
enter S-Uart chan 1,2,3 >1
direct connection to S-uart 1
use RET CR command ends

Once the connection is established, the terminal should fill with CO2 readings streaming from
the sensor, with format: Z ##### z #####. Before sending commands to the CO2 sensor you
must change the line end type to ‘CR,LF line end’ and set the character delay to ‘0 ms’ near
the bottom of the Cutecom GUI window.
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Figure 4.1.2.4.5b: screenshot of Cutecom serial terminal port software for CO2 sensor
See the CO2 sensor documentation for the list of commands:
http://www.co2meters.com/Documentation/Manuals/Manual-COZIR-Sensor.pdf

4.2. Fumitron Computer Software
The Fumitron software folder contains software to log and graph the Fumitron data stream.
This section explains the contents of the folder and how it works. See the Fumitron Software
Installation Guide (Appendix 2) for instructions on setting up your computer to work with the
folder.
The Fumitron folder is located in the home directory /home/<user>/.

4.2.1 Fumitron Folder Contents
4.2.1.1 Screenshot
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Figure 4.2.1.1: Screenshot of Fumitron Software Folder

4.2.1.2 Software Map
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Figure 4.2.1.2: Conceptual Map of the Fumitron Software Components
4.2.1.3 Fumitron Folder List of Contents
daq_nix_011.py is a Python script that is core of the Fumitron software platform. The script
accomplishes the following tasks:
1. Establishes a connection to the serial port
2. Creates a log file to store the incoming data
3. Opens LiveGraph to graph the log file
4. Displays the incoming data in the terminal
The following is a detailed flow chart for the script:

Figure 4.2.1.3: Flow chart for Fumitron python data logging script
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startlog is a shell script that runs the Python script from the command line from any directory.
headerlist.txt is a list of Fumitron output headers. The header (channel names) is output by
the Fumitron when it is powered on (See section 4.1.1 DAQ Firmware Output). If the Fumitron
is turned on before it is connected to the computer, then the header will not be received by
computer. In this case, the Python script reads the header ID in the data stream, looks up the
header from the header list, and puts the header in the log file.
logs folder is where the log files are stored. The name of each file is the date and time it was
created: yyyymmddhhmmss.csv
port_scanner_NIX.py is called by the main Python script only if it fails to connect to the
default port. This port scanner scans all active ports and returns a list of possible ports for the
user to choose from.
LiveGraph.2.0.beta01.Complete.jar is a Java program that graphs the real-time data. It
reads the log file, and updates the plot each time data is appended to the log file. The
Livegraph session files contain settings. After creating a log file, the Python script updates the
file settings (session.lgdfs) with the new log file name so Livegraph reads that file when it
opens.
microcontroller folder contains the source code and compiled firmware for the DAQ
microcontroller.
Fumitron_calibration_log.xls contains a history of calibration constants. This should be
updated every time the header is changed.

4.2.2 Fumitron Software Tutorial
Note: The default port is defined on line 46 of daq_nix_011.py
To start logging data to the computer:
4.2.2.1. Open a Linux terminal by pressing <ctrl><alt>t
4.2.2.2. At the command prompt enter: startlog
If a connection is made to the default port, the following output will print to the terminal:
ryan@ryan-AcerPower-FH:~$ startlog
Made connection to /dev/ttyUSB0
checking for header information

If a connection is not made to the default port, the following output will print to the terminal:
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DAQ is not connected to the default port
checked platform
it is Linux
/dev/ttyS0
/dev/ttyS1
/dev/ttyS10
/dev/ttyS11
/dev/ttyS12
/dev/ttyS13
/dev/ttyS14
/dev/ttyS15
/dev/ttyS16
/dev/ttyS17
/dev/ttyS18
/dev/ttyS19
/dev/ttyS2
/dev/ttyS20
/dev/ttyS21
/dev/ttyS22
/dev/ttyS23
/dev/ttyS24
/dev/ttyS25
/dev/ttyS26
/dev/ttyS27
/dev/ttyS28
/dev/ttyS29
/dev/ttyS3
/dev/ttyS30
/dev/ttyS31
/dev/ttyS4
/dev/ttyS5
/dev/ttyS6
/dev/ttyS7
/dev/ttyS8
/dev/ttyS9
Choose DAQ port from those listed above:

And you must enter the port name that is connected to the Fumitron:
Choose DAQ port from those listed above:/dev/ttyS0
Made connection to /dev/ttyS0
checking for header information

4.2.2.3a. If the Fumitron is off, then turn it on, and the following output will print to the
terminal:
0 DAQ is starting
number of inputs 15
calVals:,1,19,.0299,.0298,10.27,7.61,1,.057,.057,1,.055,.00763,.25,.25,.00191,.00268,.031
offsets:,0,19,-781,-779,6,-1244,0,-1522,-1553,1,-1458,-3.6,-4,-4,-6,-47,.2
names: time,seconds,headID,CO,CObkg,CO2,CO2bkg,PM,Dflo,Tflo,Qflo,Bflo,TC,Stemp,Dtemp,RH,PMtemp,batt
getting header ID from stream
headerID ,19,
updating database

4.2.2.3b. If the Fumitron is already on, the output will be:
-1 getting header ID from stream
headerID ,19,
already streaming
number of inputs 15
Found header in database
#calVals:,1,19,.0299,.0298,10.27,7.61,1,.057,.057,1,.055,.00763,.25,.25,.00191,.00268,.031
#offsets:,0,19,-781,-779,6,-1244,0,-1522,-1553,1,-1458,-3.6,-4,-4,-6,-47,.2
time,seconds,headID,CO,CObkg,CO2,CO2bkg,PM,Dflo,Tflo,Qflo,Bflo,TC,Stemp,Dtemp,RH,PMtemp,batt

4.2.2.4 LiveGraph will open and the final output in the terminal will be:
time
seconds
headID
CO
CObkg

20170318 17:00:33
4
19
1.5
-0.1
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CO2
CO2bkg
PM
Dflo
Tflo
Qflo
Bflo
TC
Stemp
Dtemp
RH
PMtemp
batt

406
392
13
580
621
614
334
11.2
9.3
9.5
38.4
13.3
23.5

The values will update every 4 seconds. The channels and units are as follows:
Row 1: date and clock time
Row 2: seconds elapsed from when the Fumitron was powered on
Row 3: header ID. This number identifies the header (i.e. the calibration
constants) associated with the data stream. This number allows the raw sensor
readings to be back-calculated from any line of data that is output.
Row 4: sample carbon monoxide sensor [ppm]
Row 5: background carbon monoxide sensor [ppm]
Row 6: sample carbon dioxide sensor [ppm]
Row 7: background carbon dioxide sensor [ppm]
Row 8: PM sensor [Mm-1]
Row 9: dilution air flow rate [ccm]
Row 10: Teflon filter flow rate [ccm]
Row 11: quartz filter flow rate [ccm]
Row 12: bypass filter flow rate [ccm]
Row 13: thermocouple temperature [°C]
Row 14: sample temperature at gas sensors [°C]
Row 15: dilution air temperature at gas sensors [°C]
Row 16: sample relative humidity at PM sensor [%]
Row 17: Sample temperature at PM sensor [°C]
Row 18: input power supply voltage [V]
4.2.2.5 To kill the data logging script and exit at any time, enter <ctrl>c

4.2.3 LiveGraph Tutorial
Screenshot:
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Figure 4.2.3: LiveGraph screenshot
LiveGraph has 4 windows:
4.2.3.1 Data file settings
 Click open to browse to another (older) file to read
 Select ‘show tail data’ to see recent data instead of the entire file
 Select ‘Do not cache data’ to reload the entire file every read. This will make the plot
flash for large files. Sometimes the data gets scrambled and you need to toggle ‘do not
cache data’ on and then off again to reload all the data.
 Slide the pointer to change the update frequency
4.2.3.2 Graph settings
 Set the x and y zoom ranges and grid sizes
 Choose the x axis variable
4.2.3.3 Data Series Settings
 Toggle the ‘show’ box to show and hide channels
 Pick pretty colors for your favorite channels
 The ‘Transformation’ boxes are drop-down menus with different transformation options.
Choose ‘Scale by specific value’ and then set the ‘Transform parameter’ in order to
view channels of different magnitude on the same axis.
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4.2.3.4 Plot
 Move the cursor over the plot and read the coordinates in the bottom left corner.
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5. SD Card
The SD card data files should be used for all post-test data analysis, not the data files that are
logged to the computer. The SD card data files show additional information at the beginning
of the file that the computer data file does not show, including calibration parameters and
startup diagnostic information. Also, the computer data files can potentially have missing data
if the computer connection fails.
The SD card logger was replaced in Fumitron#1 and Fumitron#2 in September 2015. For
instructions on the new SD card logger see Appendix 6 Section 2. For instructions on the old
SD card continue reading below.
The SD card logger is an open source stand-alone device. It supports FAT16 and FAT32 (2 –
16 GB) standard size SD cards.
The Fumitron will run without the SD card inserted. Double-check that the SD card is inserted
properly before each test to ensure data is recorded to the SD card.
The data files are very small, and a 2 GB SD card can hold years of data before it is full.
However, it is a good idea to clear the SD card frequently for the following reason. When the
Fumitron is powered on, the SD card logger creates a file to catch the Fumitron data stream.
The data file names have the format LOG#####.txt. The SD card logger reads the file names
on the card, finds the largest file number, and then increases the number by 1 for the next
filename. Theoretically, the filenames should be numbered in the order that they were written.
However, sometimes the filenames aren’t created correctly, and the file numbers jump around
randomly instead of following the intended sequential pattern. Therefore, it is a good idea to
clear the SD card frequently, so there are few files on the card, to keep track of what files go
with what test. Otherwise you will have to open each file and look at the date and time stamp
in the data to match filenames with tests.
Before clearing the SD card, copy the full contents of the SD card to a folder and save it. It is
best to copy the full card, as opposed to copying individual files. The SD card is like the black
box in an airplane. It records everything that happens on the Fumitron (as long as it is
inserted properly). Even when the user changes parameters in setup mode, the SD card logs
a file that shows all the changes that were made. It is useful for quality assurance and
troubleshooting to have a record of every time the Fumitron was turned on. It is possible that
data could get lost by copying individual files. For example, if the Fumitron loses power for a
second, it will restart and create a new file, and the user might not notice that there are two
files for one test.
The SD card logger writes to the card in packets of up to 5 data lines at a time. Therefore, the
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SD card data files may miss the last 5 lines of data when the Fumitron is turned off,
depending on the timing of the last write.
When the Fumitron reset button is activated, the DAQ restarts when the button goes down,
and the SD card logger starts when the button goes up. Therefore, the SD card will miss any
data that is sent while the reset button is held down.
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6. Routine Procedures
6.1 Vacuum Test
The sample train and dilution train should be vacuum tested before and after every sampling
event and calibration event to ensure there are no air leaks in the system. Air leaks can dilute
the measured concentrations and cause incorrect flows. A vacuum gauge is used to apply a
vacuum pressure (a pressure lower than atmospheric) to the system to see if the pressure
holds. If the pressure remains constant, then there are no leaks, and the system passes the
vacuum test. If the pressure drifts towards atmospheric pressure, then a leak exists, and it
must be located and sealed.

6.1.1 Choose Vacuum Gauge
Use a specific vacuum gauge for vacuum testing that is not just a gauge, but also a hand
pump to create a vacuum pressure:

Figure 6.1.1: hand held vacuum gauge for performing vacuum tests
The vacuum gauge must be able to apply and measure a vacuum pressure of 0.27 atm ( =27
kPa = 200 mm Hg = 2760 mm H2O = 3.9 psi).

6.1.2 Check the Vacuum Gauge
Connect the bubble meter lead tube to the vacuum gauge. Plug the end of the tube with your
fingertip. It helps to wet your finger first. Use the hand pump to apply a vacuum of about 0.27
atm (200 mm Hg). Watch the dial on the gauge to make sure it stays at 0.27 atm. If it falls
back to 0 atm then there is a leak somewhere in the gauge or tube which must be resolved
before continuing.
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Figure 6.1.2: First check that the vacuum gauge is working

6.1.3 Connect the Vacuum Gauge to the Sample Train
When the Fumitron is off, and the filter holders are installed, use the bubble meter lead tube
to connect the vacuum gauge to the Fumitron sample outlet port. Leave the plug nut on the
sample inlet port to seal the sample train. Note: The Fumitron pumps have a backflow
preventer. If the vacuum gauge is applied to the inlet port, it will test the portion of the sample
train between the inlet port and the pump, but will not test the portion of the sample train
between the pump and the outlet port. Connecting the vacuum gauge to the outlet port
ensures the entire sample train is tested.
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Figure 6.1.4: a) vacuum gauge on sample outlet. b) leave plug nut on sample inlet

6.1.4 Vacuum Test the Sample Train
Use the hand pump to apply a vacuum pressure of 0.27 atm to the sample train. If the dial
needle holds steady, then there are no leaks, and the sample train passes the vacuum test.
If the dial needle falls back towards 0 atm, then there is a leak. Proceed with the following
steps until the leak is located.
6.1.4.1 Swagelok compression fitting should
seal when finger tight, unless they are
damaged or contaminated with debris. Use a
wrench to tighten each of the 6 visible
Swagelok compression fittings in the sample
train, and repeat the vacuum test after each
fitting is tightened.
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6.1.4.2 Connect the vacuum gauge to the
sample inlet port and retest. If it passes, then
the leak is between the pump and the sample
outlet. If it does not pass, then there is a leak
between the sample inlet and the pump.

6.1.4.3 Study the flow schematic in Section 3.1.1. By connecting the vacuum gauge at
different points in the sample train, pugging tubes, and opening and closing valves, 7 different
zones of the sample train can be isolated and vacuum tested without lifting the panel. Isolate
and vacuum test each zone until the leak is located. Once the leak is located to a zone, you
may need to lift the panel to further test individual components under the panel. To raise the
panel, see Section 7.1.5 step 2.

Figure 6.1.4.3: Flow schematic with leak check zones marked in red (sample train = 7, dilution
train = 5). These zones can be isolated for flow checks without raising the aluminum panel.
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6.1.4.4 If you can’t find the leak then ask
someone to help you.

help

okay

6.1.4.5 When you find the leak, stick some
chewing gum on it then wrap it in duct tape.

6.1.5 Vacuum Test the Dilution Train
Plug the dilution inlet with a nut. Put the vacuum gauge on the dilution outlet and create a
vacuum pressure of 0.27 atm (200 mm Hg). If the dial needle holds steady, then there are no
leaks, and the sample train passes the vacuum test.
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Figure 6.1.5: Vacuum checking the dilution train
If the dial needle falls back towards 0 atm, then there is a leak. Proceed with the following
steps until the leak is located.
6.1.5.1 Swagelok compression fitting should
seal when finger tight, unless they are
damaged or contaminated with debris. Use a
wrench to tighten each of the 2 visible
Swagelok compression fittings in the dilution
train, and repeat the vacuum test after each
fitting is tightened.
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6.1.5.2 Connect the vacuum gauge to the
dilution inlet port and retest. If it passes, then
the leak is between the pump and the dilution
outlet. If it does not pass, then there is a leak
between the dilution inlet and the pump.

6.1.5.3 Study the flow schematic in Section
3.1.1. The desiccator and dilution filter
assembly can be isolated from the rest of the
dilution train. By connecting the vacuum
gauge at the desiccator outlet, pugging tubes,
and opening and closing the dilution valve, 5
different zones of the sample train can be
isolated and vacuum tested without lifting the
panel (see Figure 6.1.4.3). Isolate and
vacuum test each zone until the leak is
located. Once the leak is located to a zone,
you may need to lift the panel to further test
individual components under the panel. To
raise the panel, see Section 7.1.5 step 2.

6.2 Handling Filters
This section explains how to change Teflon and quartz filters before and after each test. The
contents of the filter handling kit are listed and pictured in Section 3.3.2. Teflon filters should
already be pre-weighed and stored in sealed petri dishes. Quartz filters should already be
pre-baked and sealed in petri dishes lined with aluminum foil. Handling filters should always
be done on a clean workbench in a clean environment.

6.2.1 Loading Filters
6.2.1.1 Put on clean powder free nitrile gloves and lay out a sheet aluminum foil as a work
surface. Open the filter holders. Each filter holder has two filter stages. The Teflon filter holder
will get a Teflon filter on stage 1, and quartz backup filter on stage 2 (see Figure 1). The
quartz filter holder will get a quartz filter on stage 1, followed by a Teflon backup filter on
stage 2. For Teflon filter holder, both stages of filter trays should be removed from the filter
holder. For the quartz filter holder, only tray 1 needs to be removed. The backup Teflon filter
on tray 2 can remain in place as long as it isn’t damaged.
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6.2.1.2 Apply acetone to a Kimwipe and wipe out the insides of the white parts of the filter
holders. Do not get acetone on the black o-rings, or they may crack. Note: Rubbing alcohol
can be used instead of acetone.
6.2.1.3 Rinse the smooth pliers with acetone and wipe with a Kimwipe. Grab the edge of the
metal filter trays with the smooth pliers and rinse both sides of the metal filter trays with
acetone.
6.2.1.4 Let the filter holder components air dry until all the acetone has evaporated. The
components can be covered with another piece of foil to keep dust from settling on them.
6.2.1.5 Get out the filters for the sampling event (1 Teflon filter, 1 backup quartz filter, and 1
primary quartz filter). Record the filter numbers on the test data sheet, and record the test
number on the filter petri dishes. Rinse the tweezers with acetone and wipe them with a
Kimwipe.
6.2.1.6 Put the quartz filter tray 1 into the filter holder with the matte side down towards the
backup filter. Use the tweezers to carefully remove the primary quartz filter from the petri dish
and transfer it to the quartz filter holder. Place the filter into the filter holder with the bumpy
side facing up (it should be correctly oriented in the petri dish). Close the quartz filter holder
and the petri dish.
6.2.1.7 Put the backup filter tray 2 into the Teflon filter holder with the matte side down. Use
the tweezers to carefully remove the backup quartz filter from the petri dish and transfer it to
the Teflon filter holder. Place the filter into the filter holder with the bumpy side facing up.
Close the petri dish.
6.2.1.8 Put the Teflon filter tray 1 into the Teflon filter holder with the matte side down. Use
the tweezers to carefully remove the Teflon filter from the petri dish and transfer it to the
Teflon filter holder. The Teflon filter is very delicate. Only touch the outside rim of the Teflon
filter with the tweezers. Place the Teflon filter with the ring facing down. Once the Teflon filter
is transferred to the tray inside the filter holder, inspect the filter for
damage, tears, pin holes, or debris. Close the filter holder and the
petri dish.
6.2.1.9 The filter holders can be immediately installed into the
Fumitron or transported separately to the sampling site.

Figure 1. Quartz filters. The “bumpy side”, pictured above, receives the
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sample air. Always handle filters by their edges and with care using flat-tipped tweezers. Small bits of
the filter may break off

Figure 2. Teflon filter with PMP ring. The side
with the ring attached to it, pictured above, faces
downstream (opposite to) the sample air. Only
handle filters by the ring edge using flat-tipped
tweezers. Always check for rips before and dafter
deployment, especially at the border between the
ring and the membrane.

6.2.2 Removing Filters
6.2.2.1 Put on clean powder free nitrile gloves and lay out a sheet of aluminum foil as a work
surface. Clean the tweezers with acetone and wipe with a Kimwipe.
6.2.2.2 Open the petri dish for the primary quartz filter. Open the quartz filter holder and use
the tweezers to carefully grab the clean edge of the primary quartz filter and transfer it to the
petri dish. Close the petri dish and seal it with pink Teflon tape.
6.2.2.3 Open the petri dish for the Teflon filter. Open the Teflon filter holder and use the
tweezers to carefully grab the clean edge of the Teflon filter and transfer it to the petri dish.
Inspect the filter for damage and make a note if necessary. Close the petri dish and seal it
with pink Teflon tape.
6.2.2.4 Open the petri dish for the Teflon filter. Remove the first filter stage from the Teflon
filter holder to access the backup quartz filter. Use the tweezers to carefully grab the clean
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edge of the quartz filter and transfer it to the petri dish. Close the petri dish and seal it with
pink Teflon tape.
6.2.2.5 Put the filter petri dishes in Ziplock backs and store in a freezing environment.
6.2.2.6 The filter holders should be cleaned before new filters are loaded.

6.3 Setting and Checking Flows
Setting the Fumitron flow rates is an art. One could write an entire book about it. Here are the
basics:
The purpose of setting the flows is to optimize the filter loading and sample quality for each
unique sampling application. There are 4 adjustable flows in the Fumitron: dilution, Teflon,
quartz, and bypass. The dilution flow is the flow rate through the dilution sample train. The
Teflon flow is through the Teflon filter holder. The quartz flow is through the quartz filter
holder. The bypass flow is a third path around the filter holders. The Teflon, quartz, and
bypass flows add up to the total sample flow through the cyclone.

Teflon
Probe
Dilution

Cyclone

Quartz
Bypass

Cyclone = Sample = Teflon + Quartz + Bypass
Probe = Cyclone – Dilution

Figure 6.3.0a: Flow chart
The cyclone flow should be 1500 ccm in order to produce a PM2.5 cut point. If the cyclone
flow differs from 1500, the cut point will change according to the following relationship:
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Figure 6.3.0b: Cyclone cut point vs flow rate for the BGI Triplex cyclone. Data points are
taken from the cyclone manual.
The cyclone flow is set by adjusting the Teflon, quartz, and bypass flows. Note: We are
measuring volumetric flow rates, which are not conserved, but dependent on pressure. The
cyclone flow should be approximately equal to the sum of the Teflon, quartz, and bypass
flows, but slightly (less than 10 ccm) lower due to the pressure gradient throughout the
sample train.
The dilution ratio is determined by adjusting the dilution flow. The dilution flow rate has no
effect on the cyclone flow rate. As the dilution flow is increased, the flow in from the sample
probe is reduced. If the dilution flow is set greater than the cyclone flow, then dilution air will
flow out the sample probe in the reverse direction.
If both Teflon and quartz filters will be used, the Teflon and quartz flows should be set equal.
The instructions in this section apply to this situation.
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6.3.1 Setting Flows for the First Time
It will require some trial and error to set the flows for the first time for a particular stove and
fuel combination. You will need to sample the emissions, view the real-time data, and adjust
the flows accordingly. Listed below are starting point flow settings for biomass/solid fuel
stoves for cooking events with duration of a few hours:

Flow
Dilution
Teflon
Quartz
Bypass

Non-chimney stove
500
500
500
500

Chimney stove
1300
200
200
1100

Table 6.3.1: Recommended starting flows (ccm) for a new stove/fuel combination.
Set the initial flows when the Fumitron is on, and the sample probe is connected, but
sampling background air and not emissions. View the real-time flow sensor readings with the
computer. The rotametes are not very accurate, but they are useful by providing approximate
flow rates and marking flow set points with the red pointer flags. Adjust the flows by rotating
the needle valve handles. Then check and fine-tune the flows by inserting the bubble meter
inline at the flow check points. Check the flows in the order numbered in the figure below.
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4. Bypass

5. Cyclone
2. Teflon
3. Quartz
1. Dilution

Figure 6.3.1: Flow check points for bubble meter. Insert bubble meter inline at these locations
in the numbered order.
Setting the flows for the first time is an iterative process. The Teflon, quartz, and bypass flows
are dependent on each other since they are all parallel flows sharing the same pump. If you
change one flow more than 20 ccm, then you should check the other flows and readjust them
if necessary.
6.3.2 Setting and checking flows at the start of a sampling event
Before each sampling event, after at least a 10 minute warm-up period, perform flow checks
in Figure 6.1 with the bubble meter and record the flow rates. After the background period, at
the start of the test period, inspect the real-time sensor outputs with LiveGraph to check that
the measured concentrations are within appropriate ranges.
Sensor
PM
CO

Acceptable Range
0 – 50,000
0 – 500
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Ideal Output
15,000
100

Unit
Mm^-1
ppm

CO2
2,000 – 10,000
5,000
ppm
RH
10 – 50
30
%
Table 6.3.2 Acceptable sensor ranges during sampling events. Note: The CO2 reading is the
difference above background.
If sensors readings are high, then increase dilution flow. If the CO2 concentration is less than
2,000 above background then decrease dilution flow. If the dilution flow is adjusted during the
sampling event, make a note of the time, and new flow readings from the flow sensor and the
rotameter, but you do not need to do another flow check with the bubble meter.
The ranges listed in the above table are rules of thumb. It may not be possible to keep all
sensors within the appropriate range, but try your best. It is common for the PM sensor to
output short duration spikes up to 300,000 Mm^-1 during high PM events. The CO2 sensor
has a minimum acceptable concentration because it is used to calculate all emission factors:
the lower the low CO2 concentration, the higher the emission factor uncertainty.
There are several other considerations when setting the flows during a sampling event:
6.3.2.1. Flow Ranges
Teflon and quartz filter flow measurements are used to calculate PM mass concentrations.
Lower filter flows have higher relative uncertainty. Filter flows should be set above 150 ccm to
reduce uncertainly in PM concentration calculations. The dilution should remain constant
throughout a sampling event (except for initial adjustments on the fly). A dilution flow of 1350
ccm results in a sample probe flow of 150 ccm, for which small fluctuations in flow can cause
large differences in the dilution ratio. The dilution flow should not exceed 1350 ccm in order to
minimize the variability of the dilution ratio within a sampling event.

Flow
Dilution
Teflon
Quartz
Bypass

Range (ccm)
0 - 1350
150 - 750
150 - 750
0 - 1200

Figure 6.3.2.1: Allowable flow rate setting ranges.
6.3.2.2 Filter loading
The Teflon and quartz filter flows should be set to optimize the PM mass loaded on the filters
within an acceptable range for gravimetric and TOA analysis. Filter flows should be
decreased for longer duration sampling events, and increased for shorter duration events.
Filter flows should be decreased for higher average PM concentrations, and increased for low
PM concentrations. When the filter flows are changed, the bypass flow must be changed
accordingly to keep the cyclone flow at 1500 ccm.
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Low filter loadings ( < 50 μg) approach the detection limit of the microbalance and OC/EC
Analyzer and cause high uncertainty in the laboratory PM analysis. There is no maximum
allowable filter loading for the microbalance, but the maximum filter loading should be kept
below 500 ug for accurate OC/EC analysis.
The actual PM filter loading cannot be determined until the laboratory analysis. Inspect the
filters when unloading them after a sampling event and take pictures. Review the pictures
after the lab analysis to practice estimating filter loading.
The filter loading can also be estimated by integrating the real-time PM scattering sensor
output. Open a data file with spreadsheet software and calculate real-time filter loading for
each time step with the following formula:
mPM =

σsp [Mm−1 ] ∗ Q[ccm]
4
min ∗ m3
∗
[
]
m2
60,000,000
cm3
MSC [ g ]

𝛔𝐬𝐩 [𝐌𝐦−𝟏 ] = scattering coeffient = PM sensor output
𝐐[𝐜𝐜𝐦] = quartz flow rate from quartz flow sensor output
𝐦𝟐
𝐌𝐒𝐂 [ ] ≈ 3 = mass scattering cross − section = conversion factor from scattering to mass
𝐠
𝟒
= conversion factor =
𝟔𝟎, 𝟎𝟎𝟎, 𝟎𝟎𝟎

sec
4 time_step
sec
cm3
60 min ∗ 1,000,000 3
m

Then sum the filter loading over the duration of the sampling event to estimate total filter
loading.

6.3.2.3 Relative Firepower
Stove emission concentrations often change orders of magnitude throughout a sampling
event. It is important to consider the current firepower and activity when you are evaluating
the sensor readings. Try to be aware of how much fuel is in the stove, and any recent fuel
additions in order to evaluate how the average concentrations (which the flows should be set
for) might be different from the current concentrations.
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6.3.2.4 Expected Emission Factors:
Different stove and fuel combinations have orders of magnitude differences in emission
factors, and thus emission ratios. Stoves with higher PM emission factors will need higher
dilution and lower filter flows.
6.3.2.5 Chimney vs. non-chimney stoves
The ARACHNE probe for non-chimney stoves provides large amounts of natural dilution. The
amount of natural dilution can be controlled by the height of the probe above the stove, and
the length of the probe arms. It some cases, the ARACHNE probe provides enough natural
dilution that forced dilution flow is can be set to 0 ccm. However, it is best to always add some
forced dilution air, if possible, since it also helps to reduce the relative humidity.
Emission samples from chimney stoves, sampled with the chimney probe, have little to none
natural dilution resulting in much higher emission concentrations at the probe compared to
non-chimney stoves. The dilution flow should be set near maximum for chimney probe
samples, and the filter flows should be reduced.
6.3.3 Evaluating Flows After a Sampling Event
After a sampling event, inspect the event data using LiveGraph. Do this at the end of the
event while LiveGraph is still open, or open the data file with LiveGraph at a later time. Check
that all the sensors are in range for the entire event. Open the file in a spreadsheet to
estimate the filter loading (see Secion 6.3.2.2), and look at the filters.
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7. Maintenance
If you’re looking for a low maintenance relationship, then the Fumitron is for you. However,
some maintenance is required to keep the Fumitron running in tip-top shape. The following
maintenance tasks are listed in order of recommended frequency. The actual frequency that
these tasks are performed depends on your standard of quality, on the emission sample
composition, and on the availability of supplies such as calibration gases, PM reference
meters, and technician time.
Recommended Frequency
(# of sampling days between maintenance)
Clean Sample Probe
1 - 20
Clean Cyclone
20
Clean PM Chamber
100
Desiccant Replacement
5 - 15
Gas Sensor Calibration
1 - 20
Flow Sensor Calibration
10 - 30
PM Sensor Calibration
100
Temperature Sensor Calibration
100
Humidity Sensor Calibration
100
Clock Sync
100
Clear SD card
100
Filter Replacement
1000
Table 7: Required maintenance activities and recommended frequency
Maintenance Activity

7.1 Cleaning Sample Train
The inside of the sample probe and first part of the sample train upstream of the filters must
be cleaned out regularly to prevent accumulation of particulate matter and tar.
7.1.1 To clean the sample probe arms:
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7.1.1.1 Unscrew the end caps
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7.1.1.2 Get a push rod to force a fabric plug
through the probe arms. The inside diameter
of the probe arms is 0.18” (4.6 mm), so the
push rod should be smaller than that. A gun
cleaning kit for a 177 caliber pellet gun is
ideal. Use the push rod, pipe cleaner tips,
and fabric of the gun cleaning kit, but don’t
use the gun oil or kerosene solvent.

7.1.1.3 Get a small piece of fabric to push
through the probe arms. Choose a type of
fabric that will not shed fibers, such as a
Kimwipe. The fabric pieces provided in the
gun cleaning kit work great. They are similar
to Kimwipes, but thicker.
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7.1.1.4 A high quality pipe cleaner (that won’t
shed fibers) will also work instead of fabric.
One can be found in the gun kit, or at a pipe
shop.

7.1.1.5 Apply acetone or rubbing alcohol to
the fabric piece
7.1.1.6 Force the fabric through the probe
arm. It may be possible to wrap the fabric
around the end of the push rod first.
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7.1.1.7 Look inside the probe arm to make
sure there are no remaining fibers.

7.1.1.8 Screw the end caps back on.

7.1.2 To clean the larger main probe tube and mixing tube connected to the dilution T:

7.1.2.1 Disconnect the dilution T and the
other fittings from the main probe stem and
mixing tube
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7.1.2.2 Clean the probe stem using same
procedure as for the probe arms, but use a
thicker fabric that will fit tight in the larger
tube.
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7.1.2.3 Clean the mixing chamber the same
way. Then put it back together.
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7.1.3 To clean the conductive tubing sample and dilution lines:
7.1.3.1 Do not use solvent
7.1.3.2 Disconnect the conductive tubing from
the probe and sensor box

7.1.3.3 Blow the tubing out with compressed
air. Secure the other end of the tube so it
doesn’t whip around

7.1.4 To clean the cyclone:
7.1.4.1 Remove the desiccator chamber and
dilution filter assembly to access the cyclone
(see steps 7.2.1 – 7.2.3)
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7.1.4.2 Remove the cyclone by disconnecting
the conductive tubing form the cyclone outlet
first, then the cyclone inlet.

7.1.4.3 Slide the cyclone inlet cap off the
cyclone

7.1.4.4 Unscrew the cyclone pot and wipe it
out. This is where the large particles settle
that are separated by the cyclone.
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7.1.4.5 Screw the cyclone pot back on

7.1.4.6 Slide the cyclone inlet cap back onto
the cyclone

7.1.5 To clean the PM sensor chamber:
Note: The PM sensor chamber and sample train downstream of it do not need to be cleaned
regularly. The recommended cleaning frequency is once every 100 days of sample time.

7.1.5.1 Remove the Fumitron panel
7.1.5.1.1 Remove the desiccator chamber
and dilution filter assembly (see steps 7.2.1 –
7.2.3)

7.1.5.1.2 Remove the cyclone (see Section
7.1.4 above)
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7.1.5.1.3 Remove the 5 panel screws

7.1.5.1.4 Remove the filter holders

7.1.5.1.6 Lift up on the power supply to raise
the panel and insert the panel kick stand. Use
9/16” wrench to remove the dilution outlet
hose and the sample outlet hose on the
inside wall of the Pelican case.
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7.1.5.1.6 Disconnect the TC cable at the DAQ

7.1.5.1.7 Disconnect the data output cord at
the white Molex connector near the DIN
connector

7.1.5.1.8 Turn the panel over to access the
PM chamber. The panel will still be
connected by the rotameter tubing.
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7.1.5.2 Unscrew the PM chamber lid

7.1.5.3 Remove the black circular lid of the
PM sensor

7.1.5.4 Gently wipe all surfaces inside the PM
chamber with a cloth. Use a type of fabric that
does not leave fibers, such as a Kimwipe. Do
not put acetone on the fabric. Moisten the
fabric with water a little bit so it is slightly
damp, but not dripping. Be gentle on the PM
sensor.
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7.1.5.5 Remove the conductive tubing from
either side of the PM chamber and clean the
inside of the inlet and outlet ports

7.1.5.6 Remove the conductive tubing from
the bypass filter inlet. Pull and twist the tube
as you push the tube off the barb fitting with a
screwdriver.

7.1.5.7 Blow the conductive tubing pieces out
with air (both loose pieces and the Y split that
goes to the T and Q filters)
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7.1.5.8 Gently blow the PM sensor out with
air

7.1.5.9 Replace the black smoke chamber lid
and reconnect the tubing.

7.1.5.10 Make sure that the PM chamber lid
gasket is in the groove
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7.1.5.11 Screw on the PM chamber lid.
Alternate corners several times to tighten the
lid evenly

7.1.5.12 Replace the panel by following steps
7.1.5.1.1 – 7.1.5.1.8 in reverse order

7.2 Desiccant Replacement
Color-changing silica gel is recommended for a desiccant. It will absorb moisture until it
becomes saturated and changes color. When the entire chamber of desiccant has changed
color, the desiccant should be changed out for dry desiccant. The following instructions
explain how to remove the desiccant chamber and replace the desiccant. A new style of
desiccant chamber was installed in Fumitron#1 and Fumitron#2 in September 2015.
Instructions for the new chamber are in Appendix 6 Section 1. Instructions for the old
chamber are here:
7.2.1 Use needle nose pliers to open the
latch of the reusable zip tie that holds the
desiccant chamber in place.
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7.2.2 Disconnect the black conductive tubing
from the brass single barb on the dilution filter
inlet.

7.2.3 Disconnect the desiccator outlet tube by
unscrewing the Swagelok compression nut.

7.2.4 Hold the desiccator in your hand and
unscrew the stainless steel elbow from the
end of the desiccant chamber. You may need
to use a crescent wrench. Important: Hold the
desiccant chamber by the white end cap
when unscrewing the elbow so you do not
stress the adhesive seal between the white
end cap and the clear tube.
7.2.5 Remove the foam that is holding the
desiccant in place.
foam
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7.2.6 Dump the desiccant out of the tube.

7.2.7 Make a funnel out of paper or thin
cardboard and tape.

7.2.8 Have a friend hold the desiccant
chamber upright while you pour in new
desiccant.

7.2.9 Use the funnel to pour desiccant into
the chamber.
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7.2.10 Fill the chamber to the brim including
the pipe thread neck.

7.2.11 Tap the side of the chamber with your
palm to settle and pack the desiccant. Then
top the chamber off again and pack the
desiccant one more time. The final level of
the desiccant should be at the bottom of the
pipe thread.

7.2.12 Put the foam back into the chamber.

foam

7.2.13 Screw the elbow back into the white
cap in the same position as before so it aligns
with the mark on the cap. Important: Hold the
desiccant chamber by the white end cap
when screw the elbow so you do not stress
the adhesive seal between the white end cap
and the clear tube.
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7.2.14 Set the chamber back in place,
reconnect the inlet and outlet tubes, and
close the zip tie.

7.2.15 Regenerate the old desiccant by
baking it in an oven at 100 °C until it turns the
appropriate color to indicate it is dry. You can
regenerate a large quantity of desiccant in
one oven batch, and then store the desiccant
in a sealed container until you are ready to
use it.

7.3 Calibrations
Overall, the CO2 sensors have the most drift of all the sensors, and therefore require the
most frequent calibration. The CO sensors gradually fade proportional to the ppm-hours of
exposure. The flow sensors are stable, but their calibration is dependent on pressure, so they
require recalibration when the Fumitron is relocated to a different altitude. The PM sensor,
temperature sensors, and humidity sensors are also very stable. They should not require
calibration, but should be checked occasionally to make sure they are functioning properly.
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7.3.1 Gas Sensor Calibration
It is recommended to calibrate the CO and CO2 sensors at the same time with the same
calibration gases. Both sensors have a linear output, and a two point calibration is adequate,
which requires two calibration gases. The recommended calibration gases are:
CO (ppm)
CO2 (ppm)
Balance gas
Zero Gas
0
100
air
Span Gas
500
4000
air
Table 7.3.1: Recommended calibration gas composition
Notice that CO2 concentration of the zero gas is not 0 ppm CO2. Technically, it is not truly a
zero gas, although that is what we will call it. The CO2 sensors can give an inaccurate
reading near 0 ppm, depending on the quality of the factory zero point calibration. Using a
concentration of 100 ppm assures that the sensor is calibrated within its accurate range.
Also notice that the balance gas is air, not N2. This is because the CO sensor requires O2 to
complete the electrochemical reaction. When O2 is absent, the sensor drifts drastically, and
the sensor life is shortened from loss of hydrogen.
The basic idea of the calibration is to expose the sensors to the zero gas and record the
reading. Then expose the sensors to the span gas and record the reading. The two points can
be represented graphically with the following chart:
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Figure 7.3.1: Graphical representation of a 2-point calibration
yzero = zero gas concentration (ppm)
xzero = raw sensor reading of zero gas
yspan = span gas concentration (ppm)
xspan = raw sensor reading of span gas

The calibration line can be determined by using algebra to solve for the slope m and intercept
b:
m=

yspan − yzero
xspan − xzero

b = yzero − m ∗ xzero
The slope m is stored in the DAQ as the parameter ‘calVal’. The intercept b is stored in the
DAQ as the parameter ‘offset’.
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7.3.1.1 Unscrew the Fumitron port caps on the dilution outlet and sample outlet, but leave the
caps on the dilution inlet and sample inlet.
7.3.1.2 Vacuum test the sample train (at 27 kPa) by connecting the vacuum gauge to the
sample outlet. Then vacuum test the dilution train by connecting the vacuum gauge to the
dilution outlet. Note: the Teflon and quartz filter holders must be installed for the sample train
to seal.
7.3.1.3 Remove the port caps on the dilution inlet and sample inlet and turn on the Fumitron.
Use the Fumitron computer to monitor the real-time data.
7.3.1.4 Set the flow rates to the following:
Dilution:
Teflon:
Quartz:
Bypass:

1000
0
0
1500

ccm
ccm
ccm
ccm

7.3.1.5 Let the Fumitron run for 10 or more minutes to warm up.
7.3.1.6 Set up lines to the cal gas tanks according the following diagram:

Figure 7.3.1.6: Gas calibration experimental setup
 Each tank has a pressure regulator connected to the tank valve.
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 Each tank line has a ball valve to turn the flow off and on, and a needle valve to control
the flow rate.
 The gas line is connected to the Fumitron sample tubing with a T fitting. The third arm
of the T is open to the atmosphere and connected to a differential pressure gauge that
measures the differential pressure between the T arm and the atmosphere.
 The other end of the Fumitron sample tubing is connected to the Fumitron sample inlet
port.
 The Fumitron and T outlet should be under a vented hood, since they will be releasing
CO.
The purpose of the T arm open to the atmosphere is to ensure that the gas is supplied to the
Fumitron sample tube at (or very close to) atmospheric pressure. Since the gas sensors are
pressure dependent, the Fumitron inlet pressure during calibration should be the same as the
inlet pressure during normal operation, which is atmospheric pressure. During calibration, the
cal gas flow rate out of the tank is set slightly above the sample flow rate drawn into the
Fumitron, and excess cal gas flows out the T to the atmosphere. The differential pressure
should be slightly above 0 (about 1 mm H2O) to ensure there is an excess flow of cal gas out
to the atmosphere. A negative differential pressure indicates that the Fumitron is drawing
ambient air into the T arm, and the cal gas flow is insufficient.
7.3.1.7 Initially, the cal gas tanks should be off, and the ball valves and needle valves on the
gas lines should be closed. The Fumitron should be drawing a sample in at 1500 ccm, which
will draw ambient air in the T arm, causing the differential pressure gauge to show negative
pressure.
7.3.1.8 Create the following table to record the sensor readings. Copy the cal gas
concentrations from the labels on the cal gas tanks:

Zero Gas
Span Gas
Sensor
Sensor
Seconds
Cal Gas Seconds
Cal
Gas
Sensor (ppm)
Output
Output
Elapsed
(ppm) Elapsed
(rawunits)
(rawunits)
CO

0

500

CO2

100

4000

CObkg

0

500

CO2bkg

100

4000

Table 7.3.1.8: Gas calibration data table
7.3.1.9 Turn on both cal gas tanks, set the regulators to about 20 psi.
7.3.1.10 Open the ball valve on the zero gas line. Then adjust the zero gas needle valve until
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the differential pressure gauge reads positive pressure.
7.3.1.11 Look at the real-time data plot to check that the Fumitron is responding to the cal
gas. The CO sensor output might change a few ppm, and the CO2 sensor signal should drop
about 300 ppm. Make sure that the Transformation column in the Data series settings window
is set to “Actual Value” for the CO and CO2 sensors.

Figure 7.3.1.11: Screenshot of LiveGraph software showing the CO and CO2 sensor during
the zero point of gas cal

7.3.1.12 Leave the zero gas on for a total time of about 500 seconds.
7.3.1.13 Plot the CO sensor only. Hold the cursor tip over the current values of the CO trace.
Read and record the cursor coordinates in the bottom left of the Plot window. The xcoordinate is the seconds elapsed. The y-coordinate is the CO sensor output.
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Figure 7.3.1.13: Screenshot of LiveGraph software showing the CO sensor during the zero
point of gas cal
Zero Gas

Span Gas
Sensor
Sensor
Seconds
Cal
Gas
Seconds
Gas
Sensor Cal
Output
Output
(ppm)
Elapsed
(ppm) Elapsed
(old_ppm)
(old_ppm)
CO

0

1508

1.3

500

CO2

100

4000

CObkg

0

500

CO2bkg

100

4000

Table 7.3.1.13: Gas calibration data table
7.3.1.14 Repeat step 7.3.1.13 for the CO2 sensor:
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Figure 7.3.1.14: Screenshot of LiveGraph software showing the CO2 sensor during the zero
point of gas cal
Zero Gas

Span Gas
Sensor
Sensor
Gas Seconds Output Cal Gas Seconds Output
Sensor Cal
(ppm)
Elapsed
(ppm) Elapsed
(old_ppm)
(old_ppm)
CO

0

1508

1.3

500

CO2

100

1484

648

4000

CObkg

0

500

CO2bkg

100

4000

Table 7.3.1.14: Gas calibration data table

7.3.1.15 Close the zero gas ball valve. Open the ball valve on the span gas line. Then adjust
the span gas needle valve until the differential pressure gauge reads positive pressure.
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7.3.1.16 Look at the real-time data plot to check that the gas sensors are responding to the
cal gas. The CO and CO2 signals should both increase.

Figure 7.3.1.16: Screenshot of LiveGraph software showing the CO and CO2 sensor during
the span point of gas cal
7.3.1.17 Leave the span gas on for a total time of about 500 seconds.
7.3.1.18 Plot the CO sensor only. Hold the cursor tip over the current values of the CO trace
to record the sensor output.
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Figure 7.3.1.18: Screenshot of LiveGraph software showing the CO sensor during the span
point of gas cal
Zero Gas

Span Gas
Sensor
Sensor
Gas Seconds Output Cal Gas Seconds Output
Sensor Cal
(ppm)
Elapsed
(ppm) Elapsed
(old_ppm)
(old_ppm)
CO

0

1508

1.3

500

CO2

100

1484

648

4000

CObkg

0

500

CO2bkg

100

4000

1995

287

Table 7.3.1.18: Gas calibration data table

7.3.1.19 Repeat step 7.3.1.18 for the CO2 sensor.
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Figure 7.3.1.19: Screenshot of LiveGraph software showing the CO2 sensor during the span
point of gas cal
Zero Gas

Span Gas
Sensor
Sensor
Seconds
Cal
Gas
Seconds
Gas
Sensor Cal
Output
Output
(ppm)
Elapsed
(ppm) Elapsed
(old_ppm)
(old_ppm)
CO

0

1508

1.3

500

1995

287

CO2

100

1484

648

4000

2010

3120

CObkg

0

500

CO2bkg

100

4000

Table 7.3.1.19: Gas calibration data table

7.3.1.20 Close the span gas ball valve.
7.3.1.21 Switch the Fumitron sample tube from the sample inlet port to the dilution inlet, but
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bypass the desiccant chamber. In other words, connect the sample tube to the dilution train
downstream of the desiccant chamber, in the front left corner of the sensor box using a
Swagelok union. Use LiveGraph to view the CObkg and CO2bkg sensor outputs.

Figure 7.3.1.21: Bypass the desiccator when connecting to the dilution inlet.
7.3.1.22 Repeat steps 7.3.1.10 – 7.3.1.20 to calibrate the dilution/background gas sensors.
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Figure 7.3.1.22: Screenshot of LiveGraph software showing the CO and CO2 sensor during
the gas cal for the background sensors
Zero Gas

Span Gas
Sensor
Sensor
Gas Seconds Output Cal Gas Seconds Output
Sensor Cal
(ppm)
Elapsed
(ppm) Elapsed
(old_ppm)
(old_ppm)
CO

0

1504

1.3

500

1995

287

CO2

100

1510

648

4000

2010

3120

CObkg

0

2810

2.6

500

3250

486

CO2bkg

100

2810

829

4000

3250

5046

Table 7.3.1.22: Gas calibration data table

7.3.1.23 Turn off the cal gases by closing the tank valves. Let the Fumitron run for at least 20
minutes to purge the gas chambers with ambient air before turning it off.
7.3.1.24 Add the following 6 columns to the table to calculate the calibration constants:
Previous Calibration
Intermediate
New calibration
Parameters
Calibration Constants
parameters
Seconds Sensor Cal Gas Seconds Sensor calValprev offsetprev
mcal
calValnew offsetnew
Cal
Gas
Sensor
b (ppm)
(ppm)
Elapsed Output
(ppm) Elapsed Output (ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
(ppm/old_ppm) cal
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
Zero Gas

Span Gas

100

(old_ppm)

(old_ppm)

CO

0

1504

1.3

500

1995

287

CO2

100

1510

648

4000

2010

3120

CObkg

0

2810

2.6

500

3250

486

CO2bkg

100

2810

829

4000

3250

5046

Table 7.3.1.24: Gas calibration data table of calibration constants

7.3.1.25 It is now time to recognize that there are three sets of calibration constants for each
sensor:
1. The previous calibration parameters (calValprev and offsetprev) are listed in the header
of the data file for the calibration on the SD card:

Figure 7.3.1.25: Calibration raw data file showing the previous calVal and offset parameters
Zero Gas

Previous Calibration
Parameters

Span Gas

Intermediate
Calibration Constants

Sensor
Sensor
mcal
Gas Seconds Output Cal Gas Seconds Output calValprev offsetprev
Sensor Cal
b (ppm)
(ppm)
Elapsed
(ppm) Elapsed
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
(ppm/old_ppm) cal
(old_ppm)
(old_ppm)
CO

0

1504

1.3

500

1995

287

.0299

-781

CO2

100

1510

648

4000

2010

3120

10.27

6

CObkg

0

2810

2.6

500

3250

486

.0298

-779

CO2bkg

100

2810

829

4000

3250

5046

7.61

-1244

New calibration
parameters
calValnew offsetnew
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)

Table 7.3.1.25a: Gas calibration data table of calibration constants

2. The intermediate calibration constants mcal and bcal are calculated from our recent
calibration data:
mcal =

yspan − yzero
xspan − xzero
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bcal = yzero − mcal ∗ xzero
where
yzero = zero gas concentration (ppm)
xzero = sensor output for zero gas (old_ppm)
yspan = span gas concentration (ppm)
xspan = sensor output for span gas (old_ppm)
Zero Gas

Previous Calibration
Parameters

Span Gas

Intermediate
Calibration Constants

Sensor
Sensor
mcal
Gas Seconds Output Cal Gas Seconds Output calValprev offsetprev
Sensor Cal
b (ppm)
(ppm)
Elapsed
(ppm) Elapsed
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
(ppm/old_ppm) cal
(old_ppm)
(old_ppm)
CO

0

1504

1.3

500

1995

287

.0299

-781

1.75

-2.8

CO2

100

1510

648

4000

2010

3120

10.27

6

1.58

-922

CObkg

0

2810

2.6

500

3250

486

.0298

-779

1.03

-2.7

CO2bkg

100

2810

829

4000

3250

5046

7.61

-1244

0.92

-667

New calibration
parameters
calValnew offsetnew
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)

Table 7.3.1.25b: Gas calibration data table of calibration constants

3. The new calibration parameters (calValnew and offsetnew) are the constants that will
be applied to the raw (uncalibrated) sensor output.
calValnew = calValprev ∗ mcal
offset new = mcal ∗ offset prev + bcal
Zero Gas

Previous Calibration
Parameters

Span Gas

Intermediate
Calibration Constants

Sensor
Sensor
mcal
Gas Seconds Output Cal Gas Seconds Output calValprev offsetprev
Sensor Cal
b (ppm)
(ppm)
Elapsed
(ppm) Elapsed
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
(ppm/old_ppm) cal
(old_ppm)
(old_ppm)

New calibration
parameters
calValnew offsetnew
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)

CO

0

1504

1.3

500

1995

287

.0299

-781

1.75

-2.8

0.052

-1369

CO2

100

1510

648

4000

2010

3120

10.27

6

1.58

-922

16.2

-913

CObkg

0

2810

2.6

500

3250

486

.0298

-779

1.03

-2.7

0.031

-808

CO2bkg

100

2810

829

4000

3250

5046

7.61

-1244

0.92

-667

7.04

-1817

Table 7.3.1.25c: Gas calibration data table of calibration constants

7.3.1.26 Once the new calibration parameters are calculated, they must be updated in the
Fumitron DAQ. See Section 4.1.2 Setup Mode for instructions on how to update the
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calibration parameters.
7.3.1.27 The last step is to update the Fumitron_calibration_log.xls spreadsheet located in the
Fumitron software folder. Open the calibration log and append the new header. Enter the
date, time, and any notes, and highlight the parameters that were changed. Save and close.

Figure 7.3.1.27: Screenshot of the Fumitron calibration log where the calibration history is
stored

7.3.2 Flow Sensor Calibration
The Fumitron rotameters provide a rough visual flow check. They are not very accurate and
they cannot be recalibrated. This section is refers to the digital flow sensors under the
Fumitron panel.
The Honeywell flow sensors are calibrated to output a volumetric flow rate, although the
sensors are actually measuring a mass flow rate. Therefore, the output is pressure
dependent, and the sensors should be recalibrated if the Fumitron changes elevation
significantly.
The flow sensors have a linear output. Therefore, a two point calibration is adequate.
However, a multi-point calibration of at least 5 points is recommended for higher accuracy.
Calibrate each flow sensor over a range slightly larger than its operating range:

Flow Meter
Dilution
Teflon
Quartz
Bypass

Operating Range (ccm)
Calibration Range (ccm)
0 – 1400
0 - 1500
0 - 750
0 - 1000
0 - 750
0 - 1000
0 - 1500
0 - 1800
Table 7.3.2: Flow sensor ranges
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The flow sensors are calibrated one at a time against a reference meter such as a bubble
meter. The flow through the sensor is varied by adjusting the needle valve. At each calibration
point, the bubble meter flow and sensor flow are recorded. A least square regression is used
to fit a trendline to the calibration points according to the following chart:

Figure 7.3.2: graphical representation of a multi-point flow calibration
7.3.2.1 Unscrew the Fumitron port caps on the dilution outlet and sample outlet, but leave the
caps on the dilution inlet and sample inlet.
7.3.2.2 Vacuum test the sample train (at 27 kpa) by connecting the vacuum gauge to the
sample outlet. Then vacuum test the dilution train by connecting the vacuum gauge to the
dilution outlet. Note: the Teflon and quartz filter holders must be installed for the sample train
to seal.
7.3.2.3 Remove the port caps on the dilution inlet and sample inlet and turn on the Fumitron.
Use the Fumitron computer to monitor the real-time data.
7.3.2.4 Let the Fumitron run for at least 10 minutes to warm up the sensors.
7.3.2.5 Create the following table to record the calibration points. Divide the full calibration
range into equal intervals to calculate the target flow set points:

Cal Point
0
1
2

Target Flow (ccm)
0
375
750

Bubble Meter (ccm)
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Honeywell (old_ccm)

3
4

1125
1500
Table 7.3.2.5: Dilution flow calibration data table

7.3.2.6 Connect the bubble meter in series between the dilution outlet port and the Fumitron
dilution tubing.
7.3.2.7 Close the dilution needle valve and verify that the bubble meter reads 0 ccm. View the
Fumitron output data stream in the open terminal and record the dilution flow sensor reading
in the table.
7.3.2.8 Adjust the needle valve to set the flow to the next cal point. Take an average of three
bubble meter readings and record the value, then look at the output terminal to record the
flow sensor reading.
7.3.2.9 Repeat step 7.3.2.8 for each cal point until the table is complete.
7.3.2.10 Copy the table to your favorite spreadsheet software. Create a scatter plot with the
Honeywell column on the x-axis and the bubble meter column on the y-axis.

Figure 7.3.2.10: Screenshot of dilution flow calibration spreadsheet
7.3.2.11 Add a trendline to the chart and show the equation to determine mcal and bcal for the
calibration line (right click the data series and select “Trendline”). Alternately, you can perform
a regression function on the table to calculate mcal and bcal.
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Figure 7.3.2.11a: Screenshot of adding a trendline to the calibration plot

Figure 7.3.2.11b: Screenshot showing trendline equation added to the calibration plot
7.3.2.12 Repeat steps 7.3.2.5 – 7.3.2.11 for each flow sensor. For the Teflon and quartz flow
calibrations, connect the bubble meter is series to the normal flow check point on the
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downstream side of the filter holders. For the bypass flow calibration, connect the bubble
meter to the normal flow check point near the rotameters. Note: The Teflon, quartz, and
bypass flows are in parallel, and the total sum of all three flows should always be close to
1500 ccm. When one flow is increased, the other flows should be decreased, and vice versa.
7.3.2.13 Create the following table to calculate the new calibration parameters:
Previous Calibration
Intermediate
New calibration
Parameters
Calibration Constants
parameters
calValprev offsetprev
mcal
calValnew offsetnew
Sensor
b (ppm)
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
(ppm/old_ppm) cal
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
Dilution
Teflon
Quartz
Bypass

Table 7.3.2.13: Flow calibration data table of calibration constants
7.3.2.14 It is now time to recognize that there are three sets of calibration constants for each
sensor:
1. The previous calibration parameters (calValprev and offsetprev) are listed in the header
of the data file for the calibration on the SD card

Figure 7.3.2.14: Screenshot of calibration raw data file showing the previous calVal and offset
parameters
Previous Calibration
Intermediate
New calibration
Parameters
Calibration Constants
parameters
calValprev offsetprev
mcal
calValnew offsetnew
Sensor
bcal (ppm)
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
(ppm/old_ppm)
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
Dilution

0.057

-1522

Teflon

0.057

-1553

Quartz

0.058

-1526

Bypass

0.055

-1458

Table 7.3.2.14a Flow calibration data table of calibration constants
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2. The intermediate calibration constants mcal and bcal are from our calibration
trendlines:
Previous Calibration
Intermediate
New calibration
Parameters
Calibration Constants
parameters
calValprev offsetprev
mcal
calValnew offsetnew
Sensor
bcal (ppm)
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
(ppm/old_ppm)
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
Dilution

0.057

-1522

1.017

-40

Teflon

0.057

-1553

0.98

15

Quartz

0.058

-1526

1.13

-67

Bypass

0.055

-1458

1.01

5

Table 7.3.2.14b Flow calibration data table of calibration constants
3. The new calibration parameters (calValnew and offsetnew) are the constants that will
be applied to the raw (uncalibrated) sensor output.
calValnew = calValprev ∗ mcal
offset new = mcal ∗ offset prev + bcal
Previous Calibration
Intermediate
New calibration
Parameters
Calibration Constants
parameters
calValprev offsetprev
mcal
calValnew offsetnew
Sensor
b (ppm)
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
(ppm/old_ppm) cal
(ppm/rawunit)
(ppm)
Dilution

0.057

-1522

1.017

-40

0.058

-1588

Teflon

0.057

-1553

0.98

15

0.056

-1507

Quartz

0.058

-1526

1.13

-67

0.066

-1791

Bypass

0.055

-1458

1.01

5

0.056

-1468

Table 7.3.2.14c Flow calibration data table of calibration constants
7.3.2.15 Once the new calibration parameters are calculated, they must be updated in the
Fumitron DAQ. See Section 4.1.2 Setup Mode for instructions on how to update the
calibration parameters.
7.3.2.16 The last step is to update the Fumitron_calibration_log.xls spreadsheet located in the
Fumitron software folder. Open the calibration log and append the new header. Enter the
date, time, and any notes, and highlight the parameters that were changed. Save and close.
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Figure 7.3.2.16: Screenshot of the Fumitron calibration log where the calibration history is
stored

7.3.3 PM Sensor Calibration
The PM sensor can be calibrated against a reference meter when sampling a relative uniform
supply of smoke. The basic procedure is to generate smoke in a chamber, and then sample
that smoke with the Fumitron and reference meter at the same time. By changing the
concentration of smoke in the chamber, a two point calibration can be performed (like the gas
sensor calibration in Section 7.3.1) or a multi-point calibration (like the flow sensor calibration
in Section 7.3.2). Then new PM calibration parameters are calculated to match the Fumitron
PM sensor output to the reference meter.
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Figure 7.3.3.0: Experimental setup of PM sensor calibration
The purpose of the smoke chamber is to buffer the smoke sample from the stove so a
constant, controlled concentration can be drawn into the PM sensors. The smoke chamber
can be a barrel, or any other chamber that is fairly tight sealing and has a volume of
approximately 1 m3. A cardboard box will work if the seams are taped. The chamber must
have ports to draw air in and out.
For best results, the reference meter should also have a PM2.5 separator on the inlet to
match the particle size distribution in the Fumitron. The reference meter can be a
nephelometer, or any other PM sensor that you trust, such as another Fumitron. The
reference meter may require an additional pump to draw a sample.
The large vacuum pump draws air through the smoke chamber to change the concentrations
inside the chamber. The larger the pump, the faster the concentration changes, and the
quicker the calibration. The vacuum pump can be substituted with a fan and door on the
smoke chamber.
The filters should be HEPA. Pink stoves work the best, but decent calibrations have been
obtained with other colors of stoves.
7.3.3.1 Vacuum test: Connect the sample tube to the Fumitron sample inlet. The dilution train
and tube is not used during this calibration. Vacuum test the Fumitron sample train and
sample tube (see Section 6.1).
7.3.3.2 Zero point: Connect the Fumitron and reference meter to the smoke chamber outlet
valve. Switch the valve so the instruments are sampling filtered air. Once the equipment is
warm, record the reading from the reference meter and the Fumitron as the zero point of the
calibration.
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Figure 7.3.3.2: Sampling clean air through the filter for the zero point. Notice ball valve
orientation.

7.3.3.3 Generating smoke: Light the stove and make a smoky fire. Switch the chamber inlet
valve so the flow will come in from the probe, not the filter. Turn the large vacuum pump on
for a few seconds to draw a smoke sample into the chamber. Then switch the inlet valve back
to filtered air.

Figure 7.3.3.3: Drawing smoke into the chamber.
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7.3.3.4 With the large vacuum pump off, and the Fumitron and reference meter sampling
filtered air, let the smoke mix by diffusion in the chamber for about 1 minute.
7.3.3.5 Switch the chamber outlet valve so the Fumitron and reference meter draw smoke
from the chamber.

Figure 7.3.3.5: Drawing a sample of uniform smoke from the smoke chamber into the
instruments. Notice the orientation of the ball valve.
The ideal concentration for a Fumitron span point is between 20,000 and 50,000 Mm -1. You
may need to use a lower span point that is within the range of your reference meter. Observe
the reference meter reading.
7.3.3.6 If the reference meter reading is too high, quickly switch the outlet ball valve so the
instruments are sampling filtered air. The chamber inlet should be switched to the filter. Turn
on the large vacuum pump to draw filtered air into the chamber for one to several minutes.
Then turn off the vacuum pump.
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Figure 7.3.3.6: Adding clean filtered dilution air to reduce the concentration in the chamber.
Meanwhile, the Fumitron and reference meter are sampling filtered air.
7.3.3.7 If the reference meter concentration is too low, switch the outlet ball valve so the
instruments are sampling filtered air. Add smoke to the chamber by switching the inlet ball
valve to draw in smoke from the probe above the stove. Turn on the large vacuum pump for a
few seconds to draw filtered air into the chamber. Then turn off the vacuum pump and let the
smoke in the chamber diffuse and mix for a minute.
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Figure 7.3.3.7: Drawing smoke from the stove to increase the concentration in the chamber.
The Fumitron and reference meter are sampling filtered air.
7.3.3.8 Repeat steps 7.3.3.5 – 7.3.3.7 until the concentration read by the reference meter is
an appropriate span point. Sample the span point concentration until the reference meter
reading is stable and record the reading of the reference meter and Fumitron.
7.3.3.9 Repeat the procedure as many times as desired for a multi-point calibration.
7.3.3.10 At the end of the calibration, sample filtered air to flush the sensors before turning off
the equipment. Turn on the large vacuum pump and draw filtered air through the chamber
until it is clear of smoke.
7.3.3.11 Calculate the new calibration parameters following the calculation procedure in
Section 7.3.1 for a two point calibration, or 7.3.2 for a multi-point calibration.

7.3.4 Temperature Sensor Calibration
The Fumitron has three types of temperature sensors:

temp sensor type
thermocouple

location
external cord
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calVal
.00763

offset
-3.6

LM35
gas sensor chambers
.25
-4
SHT25
PM sensor chamber
.00268
-47
Table 7.3.4: Fumitron temperature sensors and calibration parameters
The temperature sensors do not require frequent calibration, but they should be monitored to
be sure they output appropriate readings. Each temp sensor has a linear output, and the
calibration is defined by two parameters: calVal and offset. The sensors can be recalibrated
with a 2-point calibration as described in Section 7.3.1 Gas Sensor Calibration.
7.3.4.1 Thermocouple
The thermocouple offset can be determined by putting the probe in an ice bath and assuming
T = 0 °C. The span is best checked by collocating the TC probe with another other reference
sensor at a desired temperature.
7.3.4.2 The LM35 outputs 10mV/°C. Since it is concealed inside the gas sensor chamber, the
simplest way to check its output is to place a reference sensor in the exhaust stream out of
the Fumitron outlet port. A more accurate calibration method is to raise the panel, and remove
the gas chamber lid to expose the sensor to ambient air. A reference sensor can be placed
directly next to the LM35 while controlled temperature air is blown across the sensors.
7.3.4.3 Since the SHT25 is concealed inside the PM sensor chamber, the simplest way to
check its output is to place a reference sensor at the inlet of the PM chamber directly
downstream from the cyclone. A more accurate calibration method is to raise the panel, and
remove the PM chamber lid to expose the sensor to ambient air. A reference sensor can be
placed directly next to the SHT25 while controlled temperature air is blown across the
sensors.

7.3.5 Humidity Sensor Calibration
RH sensor type
SHT25

location
calVal
PM sensor chamber
.00191
Table 7.3.5: RH sensor calibration parameters

offset
-6

The RH sensor does not require frequent calibration, but it should be monitored to be sure it
outputs appropriate readings. The RH sensor has a linear output, and the calibration is
defined by two parameters: calVal and offset. The sensors can be recalibrated with a 2-point
calibration as described in Section 7.3.1 Gas Sensor Calibration.
Since the SHT25 is concealed inside the PM sensor chamber, the simplest way to check its
output is to place a reference sensor at the inlet of the PM chamber directly downstream from
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the cyclone.
A more accurate calibration method is to raise the panel, and remove the PM chamber lid to
expose the sensor to ambient air. A reference sensor can be placed directly next to the
SHT25 while controlled humidity air is blown across the sensors.
Yet another method to calibrate the humidity sensor is to disconnect the PM sensor chamber
from the sample train and block the ports so there is no flow through the chamber. Remove
the PM chamber lid and expose the sensor to saturated calibration salts of known humidity.
See www.omega.com/temperature/z/pdf/z103.pdf for more info.

7.4 Clock Sync
The Fumitron clock time should be checked against the Fumiron computer clock time every
test. If they do not agree within a few seconds then the Fumitron clock should be synced to
the computer clock before the next test. See Section 4.2.1.4.4 for instructions on setting the
clock time. When you are prompted to enter the minute of the hour, look at current computer
time and enter the next upcoming minute. When the minute arrives, press <enter> to set the
Fumitron clock time.
The actual clock time is stored in the chip on the real-time clock board. This time must be set
to a valid value for the DAQ to perform its sample sequence. If the clock time becomes
corrupted, it must be reset for the Fumitron to work. Also, the clock will lose the correct time if
its coin cell battery dies or is disconnected.

7.5 Clear SD Card
As explained in Section 5, the SD card files should be cleared frequently to keep track of what
files are associated with what tests. Copy the full contents of the SD card to a dedicated
folder on your computer. Do not make any changes to this folder in order to keep a backup
record of Fumitron activity. Copy individual data files into your database. Change the data
filenames to associate them with tests. Then delete all the files on the card. It is okay to
delete the config file. A new one will be created the next time it is turned on.

7.6 Filter Replacement
In addition to the Teflon and quartz sample filters that are changed every sampling event, the
Fumitron contains four other semi-permanent filters. This section explains the replacement
procedure for these semi-permanent filters. For replacement instructions for the Teflon and
quartz sample filters, see Section 6.2 Filter Handling.
The four semi-permanent filters are the dilution filter (Figure 3.1.2.1), bypass filter, and
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backup filters for the Teflon and quartz flows (Figure 3.1.2.4). See Table 3.1.3 for
specifications of each filter. Under normal operation, all of these filters should last several
years. As they collect PM over their lifetime, the flow resistance increases. They should be
checked occasionally to make sure they are not clogged, and replaced if they are clogged. To
check if a filter is clogged, disconnect it from the sample or dilution train and suck on the filter
outlet to draw a flow of about 1000 ccm. If you don’t like the taste, then blow on the inlet
instead. Use the bubble meter to practice blowing at 1000 ccm. You can blow into a clean
replacement filter to compare the resistance. If a filter seems clogged, then replace it.

7.6.1 Dilution Filter Replacement
Remove the desiccant chamber and dilution filter assembly from the Fumitron panel (Sections
7.2.1 - 7.2.3). Unscrew the dilution filter from the desiccant chamber by hand, but hold the
Nylon nipple in place with needle nose pliers. Do not grab the soft Nylon threads with pliers.
Remove the brass dilution filter inlet by hand or with a wrench. Screw the brass inlet into a
new filter, using Teflon tape on the threads. Screw the filter back on to the desiccant
chamber.

7.6.2 Bypass Filter Replacement
Cut the zip ties, and then unscrew the inlet and outlet fittings. Apply Teflon tape to the inlet
and outlet fittings and screw them into a new filter. Then reattach the filter to the panel with
new zip ties.

7.6.3 Teflon and Quartz Backup Filter Replacement
Remove the screws and washers that clamp the filters to the panel. To replace the quartz
backup filter, you must also unscrew the dilution gas sensor chamber from panel. Set new
filters in place, and then replace the screws. Check that no wires are pinched under the filters
or under the gas sensor chamber standoffs.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Data Sheet
[include link to online download]
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Appendix 2: Fumitron Software Installation Guide
Installing Fumitron data logging software quick and easy, and lots of fun too. The following
instructions require entering commands on the command line. To open a Linux command line
terminal press the <ctrl>,<alt>, and “t” key at the same time.
An internet connection is required, since the following commands download software from the
Ubuntu repository.
Your user account must have administrative privileges to install software. Most of the software
installation commands start with “sudo”, which is required for commands that make changes
to the operating system. When a sudo command is entered, you may be prompted for your
user password.
Here is an overview of the software installation procedure:
0. Start with Ubuntu operating system
1. Install Java JRE for Livegraph
2. Install Python to run the data logging script
3. Install Picocom to update sensor calibration constants
4. Install Cutecom to configure the CO2 sensors
5. Establish a connection with the USB adapters
6. Set the permissions of the 9-pin serial port
7. Copy the Fumitron software folder into the home directory

A2.0 Start with Linux (Ubuntu)
These instructions are for installing the Fumitron software package on Linux operating
systems. These instructions have been tested on Ubuntu version 14, but should work on
other Linux operating systems also. However, if you are using an older version of Ubuntu,
you should update to version 14 to ensure Java is supported. Go to www.ubuntu.com for
instructions on installing the Ubuntu operating system. To do a fresh installation, you
download an .iso file from the Ubuntu website and burn it to CD/DVD disk. You need to be
aware of the architecture of your computer (i386 or amd64), and download the correct version
of Ubuntu for your architecture. Then boot your computer to the disk and run the Ubuntu
installation. We recommend using a light version of Ubuntu, called Lubuntu, which runs faster.
To install Lubuntu once you already have installed Ubuntu, enter the command:
sudo apt-get install lubuntu-desktop

A2.1 Java Run-time Environment
Java Run-time Environment (JRE) is required to run the Livegraph software that graphs the
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real-time data. Install JRE with the command:
sudo apt-get install default-jre

A2.2 Python
Python2 is required to run the Fumitron data acquisition script.
Ubuntu should already have Python installed. To check which version of Python is installed,
run Python with the command:
python

The version number will be returned followed by the Python command prompt. To exit
Python, enter:
exit()

Any sub-version of python2 should work. However, you can update Python to the most
current version (and everything else installed on your computer) with the command:
sudo apt-get upgrade

Install the pySerial module, which has the serial port libraries for Python:
sudo apt-get install python-serial

A2.3 Picocom
Picocom is a terminal emulator used to communicate with the DAQ when you need to change
calibration constants:
sudo apt-get install picocom

A2.4 Cutecom
Cutecom is a terminal emulator like Picocom, but with a GUI that makes it easy to configure
and troubleshoot the Cozir CO2 sensors. The CO2 sensors do not need to be reconfigured
under normal operation and maintenance, but it is useful to have Cutecom just in case.
sudo apt-get install cutecom

A2.5 USB device settings
You will need to introduce your computer to each type of USB device that you will use to
catch the Fumitron data stream. The process involves plugging the USB device into a USB
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port on the computer, and then telling the computer to remember that device so it will
automatically recognize the device in the future. The two USB devices provided with the
Fumitron are the 9-pin RS-232/USB adapter and the wireless transmitter. Both of these
devices contain the same FTDI chip and are therefore recognized by the computer as the
same type of USB device.
These instructions use the text editor gedit, but any other text editor will also work fine. To
install gedit, enter the command:
sudo apt-get install gedit

Plug the 9-pin RS-232/USB adapter device into the computer and enter the command:
dmesg

This command shows driver messages for the operating system. The last several lines of the
output should look like this:
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

8516.752025]
8516.949022]
8516.949030]
8516.949033]
8516.949036]
8516.949039]
8518.382840]
8518.383477]
8518.384430]
8518.420929]
8518.425135]
8518.429225]
8518.429451]
8518.429457]
8518.429460]
8518.429463]
8518.429466]
8518.432532]

usb 5-1: new full-speed USB device number 2 using uhci_hcd
usb 5-1: New USB device found, idVendor=0403, idProduct=6001
usb 5-1: New USB device strings: Mfr=1, Product=2, SerialNumber=3
usb 5-1: Product: UC232R
usb 5-1: Manufacturer: FTDI
usb 5-1: SerialNumber: FTXQAIWO
usbcore: registered new interface driver usbserial
usbcore: registered new interface driver usbserial_generic
usbserial: USB Serial support registered for generic
usbcore: registered new interface driver ftdi_sio
usbserial: USB Serial support registered for FTDI USB Serial Device
ftdi_sio 5-1:1.0: FTDI USB Serial Device converter detected
usb 5-1: Detected FT232RL
usb 5-1: Number of endpoints 2
usb 5-1: Endpoint 1 MaxPacketSize 64
usb 5-1: Endpoint 2 MaxPacketSize 64
usb 5-1: Setting MaxPacketSize 64
usb 5-1: FTDI USB Serial Device converter now attached to ttyUSB0

This output contains unique identification information for the USB device, specifically the
vendor ID (0403) and the product ID (6001). We need to store this information in a file in a
particular location for the operating system. First we need to pick a name for the device. I will
call it FTDI01, since the device contains an FTDI chip. It doesn’t matter what you call it. You
can pick a different name if you want to be more creative and personify the device. Create a
file for the device with the command:
sudo gedit /etc/udev/rules.d/FTDI01.rules
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This command opens the text editor Gedit and creates a file called FTDI01.rules in the
directory /etc/udev/rules.d/. Replace FTDI01 with your chosen device name.
Copy and paste the following text into the text file:
SUBSYSTEMS=="usb", ACTION=="add", ATTRS{idVendor}=="0403", ATTRS{idProduct}=="6001",
MODE="666", SYMLINK+="FTDI01_serial", GROUP="dialout"

Replace the vendor ID and product ID with the correct numbers for the device which you
determined from the dmesg output. Also replace the device name where the symlink is defined.
Then save and close the file.
You should not need to repeat the procedure for the wireless transmitter USB adapter since it
has the same product ID and vendor ID as the 9-pin RS-232/USB adapter. However, you will
need to create a new .rules file if you use another type of serial device such as a Prolific
adapter, that has a different product ID or vendor ID.

A2.6 Serial Port
If your computer has a 9-pin serial port, then you should set the permissions to access it. The
9-pin serial port is the most robust method to log data to the computer. Older computers have
one, new computers don’t. If your computer does not have a 9-pin serial port, then skip this
step. If your computer does have one, set the permissions by opening the file rc.local with the
command:
sudo gedit /etc/rc.local

The last line in the file is exit 0. Add the line chmod a+rw /dev/ttyS0 above the last line then
save and close the file. You will need to restart the computer for the change in permissions to
actually go into effect.
(Note) rc.local is a file that executes at the beginning of a session when the operating system
boots. The command chmod means change the permissions, a means for all users, +rw
means add read and write permission, and /dev/ttyS0 is the name of the 9-pin serial port.

A2.7 Fumitron Folder
Download the Fumitron folder from www.hiwater.org (update this link) and put it in the home
folder /home/<user>/ where <user> is your username. This folder contains all of the software
for using the Fumitron, including the Python data logging script, Livegraph graphing software,
and several configuration files.
Create a symbolic link to the startlog script with the following command:
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sudo ln -s ~/Fumitron/startlog /usr/bin/

Then make sure the permissions of the startlog script are set correctly with the command:
sudo chmod 777 ~/Fumitron/startlog

Now you should be able to enter the command startlog from any directory, which will
execute the data logging script.
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Appendix 3: ARACHNE5
ARACHNE5 is a prototype precursor to the Fumitron. The ARACNE5 and Fumitron are very
similar. They both have the same data acquisition platform and they function about the same.
Compared to the Fumitron, the ARACHNE5 has the following differences:
1. Additional scattering PM sensor at 880 nm
2. No bypass flow or dilution flow sensors
3. Requires the filter holders to be removed for the lid to close
4. Reset button restarts the DAQ but does not create a new SD card log file
5. MicroAeth

Figure A3.1: ARACHNE5 flow schematic
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Figure A3.2: ARACHNE5 Front view
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Figure A3.3: ARACHNE5 underside of panel

[insert wiring diagrams]
The current firmware version is OpenDAQ_ARACHNE5_318.hex. The data output has the
following format:

Figure A3.6: ARACNE5 data output format
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Appendix 4 MicroAeth Add-on
A MicroAeth can be added to the Fumitron for real-time BC measurement.

A4.1 Mount the MicroAeth
The MicroAeth will fit on the panel in the back right corner. To make room for the MicroAeth,
the filter holders must be moved to the front edge of the panel. A second panel hole is
provided to reroute the filter holder inlet tube. The filter outlet tubes will need to be replaced
with longer ones. Attach the MicroAeth to the panel with Velcro tape.

Figure A4.1: Real photo of an actual MicroAeth installation in progress

A4.2 Plumb the MicroAeth
The MicroAeth sample tube can tee into the Fumitron sample train at the cyclone outlet. A ball
valve must also be added to the MicroAeth sample tube so the MicroAeth can be isolated
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from the Fumitron sample train during MicroAeth filter changes. This prevents dilution air from
entering the sample train when the MicroAeth filter chamber is open.

Figure A4.2 Fumitron flow schematic including MicroAeth

A4.3 Data Acquisition
With USB connection, the MicroAeth data stream can be viewed, logged, and plotted in realtime with the MicroAeth software on a Windows computer, or by running it with Wine
Windows emulator on the Fumitron computer. Without a USB connection, the MicroAeth data
will be recorded to its internal flash memory.

A4.4 Power
The MicroAeth will run on USB power when connected to a computer, and on its own internal
battery when not connected to the computer.

A4.5 Flow Settings
The recommended flow setting for the MicroAeth is 20 ccm to minimize the number of filter
changes. The MicroAeth flow will add to the total cyclone flow, and must be accounted for
when setting and checking flows.
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Appendix 5 Troubleshooting
“We don’t need no more troubles”
Bob Marley
[insert link to troubleshooting document]
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Appendix 6 Upgrade Modifications
(September 2015)
A6.1 New Desiccant Chamber
A6.1.1 Disconnect the black conductive
tubing from the brass single barb on the
dilution filter inlet.

A6.1.2 Disconnect the desiccator outlet tube
by unscrewing the Swagelok compression
nut.

A6.1.3 Hold the desiccator in your hand and
unscrew the knurled bolt heads.
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A6.1.4 Remove the gray cap.

A6.1.5 Dump the desiccant out of the tube.

A6.1.6 Pour in new desiccant. Fill up to fill
line but do not overfill.

A6.1.7 Put the gray cap back on and screw in
the bolts finger tight.
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A6.1.8 Set the chamber back in place,
reconnect the inlet and outlet tubes

A6.1.9 Regenerate the old desiccant by
baking it in an oven at 100 °C until it turns the
appropriate color to indicate it is dry. You can
regenerate a large quantity of desiccant in
one oven batch, and then store the desiccant
in a sealed container until you are ready to
use it.

A6.2 New SD Card Logger
The SD card logger is an open source stand-alone Arduino-based device. It supports FAT16
1-2 GB micro SD cards. The SD card is located inside the power supply box and is not
accessible from the outside of the box. Data is downloaded from the SD card through a micro
USB port on the right side of the power supply box.
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Figure A6.2.1 Micro USB port for downloading data from the SD card. Reset button is below
the USB port.
The SD card logger has two modes: data logging mode and mass storage device mode. Data
logging mode logs data to the SD card. Mass storage device mode allows files to viewed and
downloaded from the SD card. Data cannot be logged to the SD card in mass storage mode,
and the data files are not accessible in data logging mode.
When the Fumitron is powered on with the USB cord disconnected, the logger is in data
logging mode and it writes every incoming data line to the SD card. If the Fumitron is powered
on with the USB cord connected, it will already be in mass storage device mode and will not
log incoming data.
When the Fumitron is off, and the logger is connected to a computer by USB cord, the logger
will be recognized by the computer as a mass storage device and the data files can be
downloaded with a file system browser. If the USB cord is connected to the logger when it is
in data logging mode, the logger will continue logging data and will not go into mass storage
mode.
The SD card can hold 1000 files. The data file names have the format data###.csv. The first
file ever logged is named data000.csv. Subsequent file names increment the number by one.
The second file name is data001.csv and so on up to data999.csv. After 999 the counter
starts over at 000 again. The new file names are independent of the existing files on the SD
card. All files on the SD card must be cleared before the file data999.csv, because the logger
will error and fail to log data if it writes a file name that already exists on the SD card.
The SD card logger creates a new file every time the Fumitron is powered on. When the
Fumitron reset button is activated, the DAQ restarts a new logging session, but the logger
does not create a new file. The incoming data is appended to the existing file.
The logger has LED status lights for troubleshooting purposes.
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large red LED
amber LED
green LED (off)
red power LED
Figure A6.2.2: Four LED indicator lights
The red power LED indicates when the device is powered.
The amber LED indicates the device is ready to log to the SD card.
The large red LED toggles on and off each time the logger receives a line from the DAQ.
If only the red power LED is on, then no SD card is detected.
If there is an error creating a file on the SD card, such as if a file with the same name already
exists, the large red LED will blink fast.
When the USB port is connected: amber LED on, then green LED on, then large red LED will
blink fast and then solid on indicates USB connection.
When the USB port is connected: amber LED on, then solid large red USB indicates USB
connection failure. Disconnect from computer, wait, and reconnect.
These LEDs are visible from the slot on the power supply box lid where the old SD card used
to go.
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Figure A6.2.3: SD card logger indicator lights visible from the old SD card slot in the power
supply box.
Before clearing the SD card, copy the full contents of the SD card to a folder and save it. It is
best to copy the full card, as opposed to copying individual files. The SD card is like the black
box in an airplane. It records everything that happens on the Fumitron (as long as the USB
cord is not connected). Even when the user changes parameters in setup mode, the SD card
logs all the changes that were made. It is useful for quality assurance and troubleshooting to
have a record of every time the Fumitron was turned on. It is possible that data could get lost
by copying individual files. For example, if the Fumitron loses power for a second, it will
restart and create a new file, and the user might not notice that there are two files for one test.
Copy the data files to a computer before opening them. Data files can become corrupt if the
USB cord is pulled while a file on the SD card is open in the computer. If SD card files are
corrupt or missing when the SD card is read by a Windows computer system, then try using
Linux computer system instead. Corruption issues can be resolved by deleting all files on the
card. The computer usually reports an error when ejecting or unmounting the logger. There is
no need to properly eject or unmount the logger, just make sure all SD card files are closed
before doing it.
To remove the SD card, remove the lid of the power supply box. The SD card is latched in
place. Slide down to unlatch, then hinge open and pull out the card.
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FigureA6.2.4: To remove the SD card, unlatch by sliding down, hinge open, then pull out.
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Figure A6.2.5: Fumitron wiring diagram updated with new SD card logger.

A6.3 CO Sensor Voltage Divider
A 10k/10k voltage divider was added to the CO and CObkg sensor signals for Fumitron#2 to
double the range.
A 12k/12k voltage divider was added to the CO and CObkg sensor signals for Fumitron#1 to
double the range.
.
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